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TWISTED DEFORMATIONS
VS. COCYCLE DEFORMATIONS
FOR QUANTUM GROUPS
GASTO´N ANDRE´S GARCI´A♭ , FABIO GAVARINI ♯
Abstract. In this paper we study two deformation procedures for quantum
groups — namely, quantum universal enveloping algebras — those realized as
twist deformations (that modify the coalgebra structure, while keeping the alge-
bra one), called “twisted quantum groups” (=TwQGp’s), and those realized as
2–cocycle deformations (that deform the algebra structure, but save the coalgebra
one), called “multiparameter quantum groups” (=MpQG’s).
Up to technicalities, we show that the two methods actually are equivalent,
in that they eventually provide isomorphic outputs. In other words, the two
notions of TwQG’s and of MpQG’s — which, in Hopf algebra theoretical terms
are naturally dual to each other — actually coincide. Therefore, we conclude
that there exists only one type of “multiparameter deformation” for universal
enveloping algebras, that can be realized either as a TwQG or as a MpQG. In
particular, the link between one realization and the other being just a (very simple,
and rather explicit) change of presentation.
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1. Introduction
Roughly speaking, quantum groups — in the form of quantized universal envelop-
ing algebras — are Hopf algebra deformations of the universal enveloping algebra
U(g) of some Lie algebra g . From this deformation, g itself inherits (as “semiclassical
limit” of the deformed coproduct) a Lie cobracket that makes it into a Lie bialgebra
— the infinitesimal counterpart of a Poisson group whose tangent Lie algebra is g .
When g is a complex simple Lie algebra, a quantum group in this sense, depending
on a single parameter, was introduced by Drinfeld [Dr] as a formal series deformation
U~(g) defined over a ring of formal power series (in the formal parameter ~ ) and
by Jimbo and Lusztig (see [Ji], [Lu]) as a deformation Uq(g) defined over a ring
of rational series (in the formal parameter q ). Indeed, Jimbo’s Uq(g) is actually a
“polynomial version” of Drinfeld’s U~(g) .
Later on, several authors (cf. [BGH], [BW1, BW2], [CM], [CV1], [Hay], [HLT],
[HPR], [Ko], [KT], [Ma], [OY], [Re], [Su], [Ta], to name a few) introduced many
types of deformations of U(g) depending on several parameters, usually referred to
as “multiparameter quantum groups”. In turn, these richer deformations induce
as semiclassical limits corresponding “multiparameter” bialgebra structures on g .
The construction of these multiparameter deformations applies a general procedure,
always available for Hopf algebras, following two patterns that we recall hereafter.
Let H be any Hopf algebra (in a broad sense, in particular in some suitable
category). Among all possible deformations of the Hopf structure of H , we look at
those in which only one of either the product or the coproduct is actually modified,
while the other one is kept fixed. The general deformation will then be, somehow,
an intermediate case between two such extremes.
On the one hand, a twist deformation of H is a (new) Hopf algebra structure
on H where the multiplicative structure is unchanged, whereas a new coproduct
is defined by ∆F(x) := F ∆(x)F−1 for x ∈ H : here F is an invertible element
in H⊗2 satisfying suitable axioms, called a “twist” for H . On the other hand, a
2–cocycle deformation of H is one where the coproduct is unchanged, while a new
product is defined via a formula which only depends on the old product and on a
2–cocycle σ of H (as an algebra).
Inasmuch as a meaningful notion of “duality” applies to the Hopf algebras one is
dealing with, these two constructions of deformations (by twist and by 2–cocycle)
are dual to each other, directly by definition — in particular, by the very conditions
on F and on σ . In detail, if H∗ is the Hopf algebra dual to H (in a proper sense),
then the dual of the deformation by twist, resp. by 2–cocycle, of H is a deformation
by 2–cocycle, resp. by twist, of H∗; in addition, the 2–cocycle, resp. the twist, on
H∗ is uniquely determined by the twist, resp. the 2–cocycle, on H .
It so happens that the large majority of multiparameter quantizations of U(g)
considered in literature actually occur as either twist deformations or 2–cocycle
deformations of a one-parameter quantization of Drinfeld’s type or Jimbo-Lusztig’s
type. Indeed, in both cases the twists and the 2–cocycles taken into account are of
special type, namely “toral” ones, in that (roughly speaking) they are defined only
in terms of the (quantum) toral part of the one-parameter deformation of U(g) .
Technically speaking, Drinfeld’s U~(g) is better suited for twisted deformations,
while Jimbo-Lusztig’s Uq(g) is typically used for 2–cocycle deformations (see [Re],
[Ma], [Su], [HPR], [HLT], [CV1], [Ta]). As we aim to compare both kinds of defor-
mations, we adapt the notion of “twist deformation” to polynomial one-parameter
quantum groups Uq(g) . Then we consider both twist deformations and 2–cocycle
deformations (of “toral type”, in both cases) of Uq(g) — hereafter called “twisted
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quantum groups (=TwQG’s)” and “multiparameter quantum groups (=MpQG’s)”,
respectively — and compare them. Moreover, because of a natural assumption we
restrict our analysis to those twists and cocycles that are defined by a rational
datum, namely a matrix with rational entries.
As a first result, we find a neat description of the link twist ←→ 2–cocycle under
duality. Namely, quantum Borel (sub)groups Uq(b±) of opposite signs are in Hopf
duality (in a proper sense): then we prove that the deformation on one side — by
twist or by cocycle — and the dual one on the other side — by cocycle or by twist,
respectively — are described by the same rational datum.
As a second, more striking result (the core of our paper, indeed), we find that,
in short, twisted quantum groups and multiparameter quantum groups coincide:
namely, any TwQG can be realized as a MpQG, and viceversa. Even more precisely,
the twist and the 2–cocycle involved in either realization are described by the same
(rational) datum. This result is, in a sense, a side effect of the “autoduality” of
quantum groups (in particular Borel ones).
The proof of this equivalence is constructive, and quite explicit: indeed, switching
from the realization as TwQG to that as MpQG and viceversa is a sheer change
of presentation; hereafter we sketch the underlying motivation (at least in one di-
rection). Any “standard” (=undeformed) quantum group is pointed (as a Hopf
algebra); then any TwQG of “toral type” is pointed as well, and it is generated by
the quantum torus and (1, g)–skew primitive elements: these new “homogeneous”
generators yield a new presentation, which realizes the TwQG as a MpQG.
The direct consequence of this result is that (roughly speaking, and within the
borders of our restrictions) there exists only one type of multiparameter quantization
of U(g), and consequently — taking semiclassical limit, as in [GG] — only one type
of corresponding multiparameter Lie bialgebra structure on g .
It is worth remarking that all key elements that lead us to the above mentioned re-
sults for TwQG’s and MpQG’s are also available for Hopf algebras that are bosoniza-
tions of Nichols algebras of diagonal type (indeed, Borel quantum subgroups are such
bosonizations). Therefore, we can replicate our work in that context as well: we deal
with this task in a forthcoming paper.
We finish with a few words on the structure of the paper.
In section 2 we collect the material on Hopf algebras and their deformations
that will be later applied to quantum groups. Section 3 is devoted to introduce
quantum groups (both in Drinfeld’s version and in Jimbo-Lusztig’s one) and their
twist deformation (of rational, toral type): strictly speaking, the part on Drinfeld’s
quantum groups here could be dropped, yet we present it to explain (half of) the
deep-rooting motivations of our work, that otherwise would remain obscure. In
section 4, instead, we present the 2–cocycle deformations (of rational, toral type) of
Jimbo-Lusztig’s quantum groups, later referred to as MpQg’s.
Finally, in section 5 we compare TwQG’s and MpQG’s (in Jimbo-Lusztig’s for-
mulation), proving that — in a proper sense — they actually coincide.
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2. Preliminaries
In this section we fix the basic material on Hopf algebras and combinatorial data
that we shall need later on. In particular, N = {0, 1, . . .} and N+ := N \ {0} .
2.1. The combinatorial tool-case.
The definition of our multiparameter quantum groups requires a full lot of related
material that we now present. First of all, k will be a field of characteristic zero.
2.1.1. Root data and Lie algebras. Hereafter we fix n ∈ N+ and I :=
{1, . . . , n} . Let A :=
(
aij
)
i,j∈I
be a Cartan matrix of finite type; then there exists
a unique diagonal matrix D :=
(
di δij
)
i,j∈I
with positive integral, pairwise coprime
entries such that DA is symmetric. Let g be the finite dimensional simple Lie al-
gebra over C associated with A ; we consider a split integral Z–form of g , and then
we consider for the latter the scalar extension from Z to k : by abuse of notation,
the resulting Lie algebra over k will be hereafter denoted by g again.
Let Φ be the (finite) root system of g , with Π =
{
αi | i ∈ I
}
as a set of
simple roots, Q =
⊕
i∈I Zαi the associated root lattice, Φ
+ the set of positive roots
with respect to Π , Q+ =
⊕
i∈I Nαi the positive root (semi)lattice. We denote
by P the associated weight lattice, with basis
{
ωi
}
i∈I
dual to
{
αj
}
j∈I
, namely
ωi(αj) = δij for all i, j ∈ I . As it is customary, using an invariant non-degenerate
bilinear form on the dual h∗ of a Cartan subalgebra h of g , we identify Q with a
suitable sublattice of P ; in particular, we have that αi =
∑
j∈I aji ωj for all i ∈ I .
In this setup, we have two natural Z–bilinear pairings P × Q −−→ Z , that we
denote by 〈 , 〉 and ( , ) , one given by the evaluation (of weights onto roots),
and the other one by (ωi, αj) := diδij for all i, j ∈ I . In particular, the restriction
of ( , ) to Q × Q is a symmetric bilinear pairing on Q ; moreover, both the
given pairings uniquely extend to Q–bilinear pairings, still denoted by 〈 , 〉 and
( , ) , onto QP × QQ = QP × QP — where hereafter we use such notation as
QQ := Q⊗Z Q and so on.
Note that, in terms of the above symmetric pairing on Q , one has di = (αi, αi)
/
2
for all i ∈ I . More in general, we shall use the notation dα := (α, α)
/
2 for every
α ∈ Φ+ , so in particular dαi = di for all i ∈ I .
Let g be the Lie algebra over k associated with the Cartan matrix A as above, let
h be a Cartan subalgebra of g whose associated set of roots is identified with Φ ; for
any root α ∈ Φ we denote by gα the corresponding root space. Then h canonically
identifies with the linear dual (kQ)∗ of kQ , and conversely kQ = h∗ . The given non-
degenerate symmetric Q–bilinear pairing ( , ) : QQ×QQ −−→ Q uniquely extends
to a non-degenerate symmetric k–bilinear pairing ( , ) : kQ×kQ = h∗×h∗ −−→ k ;
the latter canonically defines an isomorphism t : h∗
∼=
−−→ h
(
α 7→ tα
)
, and this in
turn defines a similar pairing on h×h via push-forward, namely (tα, tβ) := (α , β ) ,
or
(
h′, h′′
)
:=
(
t−1(h′), t−1(h′′)
)
.
According to our choice of positive and negative roots, let b+ , resp. b− , be the
Borel subalgebra in g containing h and all positive, resp. negative, root spaces.
There is a canonical, non-degenerate pairing between b+ and b− , using which one
can construct a Manin double g
D
= b+ ⊕ b− , that is automatically endowed with
a structure of Lie bialgebra — roughly, g
D
is like g but with two copies of h inside
it (cf. [CP], §1.4). By construction both b+ and b− lies in gD as Lie sub-bialgebras.
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Moreover, there exists a Lie bialgebra epimorphism πg
D
: g
D
−−։ g which maps
the copy of b± inside gD identically onto its copy inside g .
For later use we fix generators ei, hi, fi ( i ∈ I ) in g as in the usual Serre’s presen-
tation of g . Moreover, for the corresponding elements inside g
D
= b+⊕b− we adopt
notation ei := (ei, 0) , h
+
i := (hi, 0) , h
−
i := (0, hi) and fi := (0, fi) , for all i ∈ I .
Notice that we have by construction
ei ∈ g+αi , hi = d
−1
i tαi ∈ h , fi ∈ g−αi ∀ i ∈ I (2.1)
2.1.2. Root twisting. Applying the twisting procedure to quantized universal
enveloping algebras, we shall eventually be lead to consider an operation of “root
twisting”, in some sort, that we formalize hereafter.
Fix a subring R of k containing Q , and an (n × n)–matrix Ψ :=
(
ψij
)
i,j∈I
∈
Mn
(
R
)
. Let RQ be the scalar extension of Q by R ; then out of Ψ we define the
endomorphisms ψ± : RQ −→ RQ given by
ψ+(αℓ) = ζ
+
ℓ :=
∑
i,j∈I
ψij ajℓ d
−1
i αi , ψ−(αℓ) = ζ
−
ℓ :=
∑
i,j∈I
ψji ajℓ d
−1
i αi ∀ ℓ ∈ I (2.2)
that in matrix notation reads(
ψ+(αℓ) = ζ
+
ℓ
)
ℓ∈I
:= ATΨTD−1
(
αk
)
k∈I
,
(
ψ−(αℓ) = ζ
−
ℓ
)
ℓ∈I
:= ATΨD−1
(
αk
)
k∈I
(2.3)
where
(
αk
)
k∈I
=
(
α1 , . . . , αn
)T
is thought of as a column vector, and likewise for(
ψ±(αℓ)
)
ℓ∈I
=
(
ζ±ℓ
)
ℓ∈I
. Now, borrowing notation from §2.1.1 above we fix an R–
integral form h
R
of the Cartan (sub)algebra h in g , and we consider the correspond-
ing isomorphism t : h ∗
R
∼=
−−→ h
R
(
α 7→ tα
)
— this does make sense indeed, because
the original isomorphism t : h ∗
∼=
−−→ h in §2.1.1 is actually well-defined over Q .
Then we define endomorphisms ψh± of hR as ψ
h
± := t ◦ ψ± ◦ t
−1 ; setting Tℓ := tαℓ
and Hℓ := d
−1
ℓ Tℓ for ℓ ∈ I , these are obviously described by
ψh+(Tℓ) :=
∑
i,j∈I
ψij ajℓ d
−1
i Ti :=
∑
i,j∈I
ψij ajℓHi ∀ ℓ ∈ I
ψh−(Tℓ) :=
∑
i,j∈I
ψji ajℓ d
−1
i Ti :=
∑
i,j∈I
ψji ajℓHi ∀ ℓ ∈ I
that in matrix notation reads(
ψh+(Tℓ)
)
ℓ∈I
:= AT ΨTD−1
(
Tk
)
k∈I
= AT ΨT
(
Hk
)
k∈I(
ψh−(Tℓ)
)
ℓ∈I
:= AT ΨD−1
(
Tk
)
k∈I
= AT Ψ
(
Hk
)
k∈I
Note that, by definition, we have ψ+ = ψ− , or equivalently ψ
h
+ = ψ
h
− , if and only
if ΨT = Ψ , i.e. Ψ is symmetric.
Finally we introduce the following elements of h+ ⊕ h− , for all i ∈ I :
TΨi,+ :=
(
idh++ ψ
h
+
)(
T+i
)
− ψh−
(
T−i
)
, TΨi,− :=
(
idh−+ ψ
h
−
)(
T−i
)
− ψh+
(
T+i
)
The following two results will be of use later on:
Lemma 2.1.3.
(a) The maps ±
(
ψ+− ψ−
)
: h∗
R
−−−−→ h∗
R
are antisymmetric with respect to
the (symmetric) bilinear product ( , ) on h∗
R
;
(b) The maps ±
(
ψh+− ψ
h
−
)
: h
R
−−−−→ h
R
are antisymmetric with respect to
the (symmetric) bilinear product ( , ) on h
R
.
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Proof. Both claims in the statement follow by sheer computation. Namely, for the
map
(
ψ+− ψ−
)
this gives, for all h, k ∈ I ,((
ψ+− ψ−
)
(αh) , αk
)
+
(
αh ,
(
ψ+− ψ−
)
(αk)
)
=
=
∑
i,j∈I
((
ψij ajh d
−1
i αi , αk
)
−
(
ψji ajh d
−1
i αi , αk
))
+
+
∑
i,j∈I
((
αh , ψij ajk d
−1
i αi
)
−
(
αh , ψji ajk d
−1
i αi
))
=
=
∑
i,j∈I
(
ψij ajh aik − ψji ajh aik
)
+
∑
i,j∈I
(
ψij ajk aih − ψji ajk aih
)
=
=
(
AT ΨA
)h
k
−
(
AT ΨTA
)h
k
+
(
AT ΨTA
)h
k
−
(
AT ΨA
)h
k
= 0
where Mhk always denotes the (k, h)–entry of matrix M . Thus we have((
ψ+− ψ−
)
(αh) , αk
)
+
(
αh ,
(
ψ+− ψ−
)
(αk)
)
= 0
(for h, k ∈ I ) so ±
(
ψ+−ψ−
)
is antisymmetric. And similarly for ±
(
ψh+−ψ
h
−
)
. 
Lemma 2.1.4. (a) The maps
(
idh±
(
ψh+−ψ
h
−
))
: h[[~]] −−−−→ h[[~]] are bijective.
(b) The maps h±[[~]]−→
(
h+⊕ h−
)
[[~]] defined by T±ℓ 7→ T
Ψ
ℓ,± are injective.
Proof. Write φ =
(
ψh+ − ψ
h
−
)
. As φ is antisymmetric, we have (id−φ)(id+φ) =
(id−φ2) = (id+φφt). So the claim in (a) is the same as claiming that (id+φφt) is
non-singular, which in turn is the same as stating that −1 is not an eigenvalue of
φφt. The lemma then follows since the latter always holds.
The claim in (b) is a direct consequence of (a). 
2.1.5. Multiparameters. Let F be a fixed ground field, and let I := {1, . . . , n} be
as in §2.1.1 above. We fix a matrix q :=
(
qij
)
i,j∈I
, whose entries belong to F× and
will play the role of “parameters” of our quantum groups. Then inside the lattice
Γ := Zn we have a (generalized) root system associated with the diagonal braiding
given by q, in which the vectors in the canonical basis of Γ := Zn are taken as
(positive) simple roots αi ( i = 1, . . . , n ).
We assume that the matrix q is standard and finite, i.e. its associated braiding
is standard in the sense of [AA] and the associated generalized root system is finite.
We shall say that the matrix q is of Cartan type (or “of Cartan type A ”) if there
is a generalized Cartan matrix A =
(
aij
)
i,j∈I
such that
qij qji = q
aij
ii ∀ i, j ∈ I (2.4)
indeed, as q is of finite type the Cartan matrix A is necessarily of finite type.
To avoid some irrelevant technicalities, we assume that A is indecomposable.
For later use we fix now in F some “square roots” of all the qii’s, as follows. From
the relations in (2.4) altogether one easily finds — because the Cartan matrix A
is indecomposable — that there exists an index j0 ∈ I such that qii = q
ei
j
0
j
0
for
some ei ∈ N , for all i ∈ I . Now we assume hereafter that F contains a square
root of qj
0
j
0
, which we fix throughout and denote by qj
0
:=
√
qj
0
j
0
, and also by
q :=
√
qj
0
j
0
(
= qj0
)
. Then we set also qi := q
ei
j
0
(a square root of qii ) for all i ∈ I .
As recorded in §2.1.1 above, the Cartan matrix A is diagonalizable, hence we fix
positive, relatively prime integers d1, . . . , dn such that the diagonal matrix D =
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diag (d1, . . . , dn) symmetrizes A , i.e. DA is symmetric; in fact, each of these di’s
coincides with the corresponding exponent ei mentioned above.
We introduce now two special cases of Cartan type multiparameter matrices.
Integral type: We say that q :=
(
qij
)
i,j∈I
is of integral type if it is of Cartan type
A and there exist p ∈ F× and bij ∈ Z ( i, j ∈ I ) such that bii = 2 di and qij = p
bij
for i 6= j ∈ I . The Cartan condition (2.4) yields bij + bji = 2 di aij , for i, j ∈ I
(with di’s as above). To be precise, we say also that q is “of integral type ( p , B)”,
with B :=
(
bij
)
i,j∈I
.
Canonical multiparameter: Given q ∈ F× and a Cartan matrix A, consider
qˇij := q
diaij ∀ i, j ∈ I (2.5)
with di ( i ∈ I ) given as above. Then these special values of the qij = qˇij ’s do
satisfy condition (2.4), hence they provide a special example of matrix q = qˇ of
Cartan type, to which we shall refer to hereafter as the “ q–canonical” case.
Note also that qˇ is of integral type ( q ,DA) .
By the way, when the multiparameter matrix q :=
(
qij
)
i,j∈I
is symmetric, i.e.
qij = qji (for all i, j ∈ I ), then the conditions qij qji = q
aij
ii read q
2
ij = q
2 diaij , hence
qij = ±q
diaij (for all i, j ∈ I ). This means that every symmetric multiparameter is
“almost the q–canonical” one, as indeed it is the q–canonical one “up to sign(s)”.
Finally, we assume that for each i, j ∈ I there exists in the ground field F a
square root of qij , which we fix once and for all and denote hereafter by q
1/2
ij ; in
addition, we require that these square roots satisfy the “compatibility constraints”
q
1/2
ii = qi
(
:= qdi
)
and q
1/2
ij q
1/2
ji =
(
q
1/2
ii
) aij
for all i, j ∈ I — in short, we assume
that “the signs of all square roots q
1/2
ij are chosen in an overall consistent way”.
Even more, when q in particular is of integral type ( p , B ) , we fix a square root
p 1/2 of p in F and we set q
1/2
ij :=
(
p 1/2
)bij
∈ F for all i , j ∈ I.
2.1.6. q–numbers. Throughout the paper we shall consider several kinds of “q–
numbers”. Let Z
[
q, q−1
]
be the ring of Laurent polynomials with integral coefficients
in the indeterminate q . For every n ∈ N we define
(0)q := 1 , (n)q :=
qn − 1
q − 1
= 1 + q + · · ·+ qn−1 =
n−1∑
s=0
qs
(
∈ Z[q]
)
(n)q! := (0)q(1)q · · · (n)q :=
n∏
s=0
(s)q ,
(
n
k
)
q
:=
(n)q!
(k)q!(n− k)q!
(
∈ Z[q]
)
[0]q := 1 , [n]q :=
qn − q−n
q − q−1
= q−(n−1) + · · ·+ qn−1 =
n−1∑
s=0
q2 s−n+1
(
∈ Z
[
q, q−1
] )
[n]q! := [0]q[1]q · · · [n]q =
n∏
s=0
[s]q ,
[
n
k
]
q
:=
[n]q!
[k]q![n− k]q!
(
∈ Z
[
q, q−1
] )
In particular, we have the identities
(n)q2 = q
n−1[n]q , (n)q2 ! = q
n(n−1)
2 [n]q ,
(
n
k
)
q2
= qk(n−k)
[
n
k
]
q
.
Furthermore, thinking of Laurent polynomials as functions on F× , for any q ∈ F×
we shall read every symbol above as representing the corresponding element in F .
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2.2. Conventions for Hopf algebras.
Our main references for the theory of Hopf algebras are [Mo] and [Ra], for Lie
algebras [Hu] and for quantum groups [Ja]. We use standard notation for Hopf
algebras; the comultiplication is denoted ∆ and the antipode S . For the first, we
use the Heyneman-Sweedler notation, namely ∆(x) = x(1) ⊗ x(2) .
Hereafter by k we denote the ground ring of our algebras, coalgebras, etc.
In any coalgebra C , the set of group-like elements of a coalgebra is denoted by
G(C) ; also, we denote by C+ := Ker(ǫ) the augmentation ideal, where ǫ : C −→ k
is the counit map. If g, h ∈ G(C) , the set of (g, h)–primitive elements is defined to
be Pg,h(C) :=
{
x ∈ C |∆(x) = x⊗ g + h⊗ x
}
.
If H is a Hopf algebra (or just bialgebra), we write Hop , resp. Hcop , for the Hopf
algebra (or bialgebra) given by taking in H the opposite product, resp. coproduct.
Finally, we recall the notion of Hopf pairing between two Hopf algebras (taken
from [AY], §2.1, but essentially standard):
Definition 2.2.1. Given two Hopf algebras H and K with bijective antipode over
the ring k , a k–linear map η : H ⊗R K −→ k is called a Hopf pairing (between H
and K ) if, for all h ∈ H , k ∈ K , one has
η
(
h , k′ k′′
)
= η
(
h(1) , k
′
)
η
(
h(2) , k
′′
)
, η
(
h′ h′′ , k
)
= η
(
h′ , k(1)
)
η
(
h′′ , k(2)
)
η
(
h , 1
)
= ǫ(h) , η
(
1 , k
)
= ǫ(k) , η
(
S±1(h) , k
)
= η
(
h ,S±1(k)
)
Recall that, given two Hopf k–algebras H and K and a Hopf pairing among
them, say η : H⊗kK −→ k , the Drinfeld double D(H,K, η) is the quotient algebra
T (H ⊕K)
/
I where I is the (two-sided) ideal generated by the relations
1H = 1 = 1K , a⊗ b = a b ∀ a , b ∈ H or a , b ∈ K ,
x(1) ⊗ y(1) η(y(2), x(2)) = η(y(1), x(1)) y(2) ⊗ x(2) ∀ x ∈ K , y ∈ H ;
such a quotient k–algebra is also endowed with a standard Hopf algebra structure,
which is consistent, in that both H and K are Hopf k–subalgebras of it.
2.3. Hopf algebra deformations.
There exist two standard methods to deform Hopf algebras, leading to so-called
‘2–cocycle deformations” and to ”twist deformations”. In this subsection we recall
both procedures, then later on in the paper we shall apply them to quantum groups.
2.3.1. Cocycle deformations. We describe hereafter the procedure that, starting
from a given Hopf algebra H and a suitable 2–cocycle on it, gives us a new Hopf
algebra structure on H , with the same coproduct and a new, “deformed” product.
We shall then see the special form that this construction may take when H is
bigraded by some Abelian group and the 2–cocycle is induced by one of that group.
First construction. Let
(
H,m, 1,∆, ǫ
)
be a bialgebra over a ring k . A convolution
invertible linear map σ in Homk(H ⊗H, k ) is called a normalized Hopf 2-cocycle if
σ(b(1), c(1)) σ(a, b(2)c(2)) = σ(a(1), b(1)) σ(a(2)b(2), c)
and σ(a, 1) = ǫ(a) = σ(1, a) for all a, b, c ∈ H , see [Mo, Sec. 7.1]. We will simply
call it a 2–cocycle if no confusion arises.
Using a 2–cocycle σ it is possible to define a new algebra structure on H by
deforming the multiplication. Indeed, define mσ = σ ∗m ∗ σ
−1 : H ⊗H −→ H by
mσ(a, b) = a ·σ b = σ(a(1), b(1)) a(2) b(2) σ
−1(a(3), b(3)) ∀ a, b ∈ H
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If in addition H is a Hopf algebra with antipode S , then define also Sσ : H −→ H
as Sσ = σ ∗ S ∗ σ
−1 : H −→ H where
Sσ(a) = σ(a(1),S(a(2)))S(a(3)) σ
−1(S(a(4)), a(5)) ∀ a ∈ H
It is then known — see [DT] — that
(
H,mσ, 1,∆, ǫ
)
is in turn a bialgebra, and(
H,mσ, 1,∆, ǫ,Sσ
)
is a Hopf algebra: we shall call such a new structure on H a
cocycle deformation of the old one, and we shall graphically denote it by Hσ .
When dealing with H and its deformed counterpart Hσ as given above, we shall
denote by adℓ and adr the adjoint actions in H and by ad
σ
ℓ and ad
σ
r those in Hσ .
Second construction. There is a second type of cocycle deformation (of algebras,
bialgebras and Hopf algebras) that we shall need (cf. [AST] and references therein).
Let Γ be an Abelian group (written in multiplicative notation) and H an algebra
over the ring k that is Γ–bigraded (i.e., graded by Γ ×Γ ): so H =
⊕
(γ,η)∈Γ×Γ Hγ,η
with k ⊆ H1,1 and Hγ,ηHγ′,η′ ⊆ Hγγ′,ηη′ . If c : Γ × Γ −−→ k
× is any group 2–
cocycle with values in the group k× of units of k , we define a new product on H ,
denoted by ⋆
c
, as follows:
h ⋆
c
k := c
(
η′, κ′
)
c(η, κ)−1 h · k (2.6)
for all homogeneous h, k ∈ H with degrees
(
η, η′
)
,
(
κ, κ′
)
∈ Γ ×Γ . Then
(
H ; ⋆
c
)
is (again) an associative algebra, with the same unit as H before.
Since Γ is free Abelian, every element of H2
(
Γ, k×
)
has a representative, say c ,
which is bimultiplicative and such that c
(
η, η−1
)
= 1 for all η ∈ Γ (see [AST,
Proposition 1 and Lemma 4]); so we may assume that c : Γ × Γ −−→ k× is such a
cocycle. Thus, in particular,
c(γ, η−1) = c(γ−1, η) = c(γ, η)−1 , c(γ, 1) = c(1, γ) = 1 ∀ γ, η ∈ Γ
Now assume H is a bialgebra, with ∆
(
Hα,β
)
⊆
∑
γ∈Γ Hα,γ⊗kHγ,β for all (α, β) ∈
Γ × Γ and ε
(
Hα,β
)
= 0 if α 6= β . Then H with the new product ⋆
c
and the old
coproduct ∆ is a bialgebra on its own. If in addition H is even a Hopf algebra,
whose antipode satisfies S
(
Hα,β
)
⊆
(
Hβ−1,α−1
)
— for all (α, β) ∈ Γ × Γ — then
the new bialgebra structure on H (given by the new product and the old coproduct)
actually makes it again into a Hopf algebra with antipode map S(c) := S , i.e. the
old one. In any case, we shall graphically denote by H(c) the new structure on H
obtained by this (second) cocycle twisting.
A relation between the two constructions. Let H be a Hopf algebra (over the
ring k ) with bijective antipode, R a braided Hopf algebra in HHYD and A = R#H
its bosonization (see [Gar], [Ra] for details). For any a ∈ R , denote by δ(a) =
a(−1) ⊗ a(0) the left coaction of H .
Any Hopf 2–cocycle on H gives rise to a Hopf 2–cocycle on A which may deform
the module and consequently the braided structure of R . Specifically, let σ ∈
Z2(H, k) : then the map σ˜ : A⊗A −→ k given by
σ˜(r#h, s#k) = σ(h, k) ǫR(r) ǫR(s) ∀ r, s ∈ R , h, k ∈ H
is a normalized Hopf 2–cocycle such that σ˜
∣∣
H⊗H
= σ . By [Ms, Prop. 5.2] we have
Aσ˜ = Rσ#Hσ , where Rσ = R as coalgebras, and the product is given by
a ·σ b := σ(a(−1), b(−1)) a(0) b(0) for all a, b ∈ R
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Therefore, Hσ is a Hopf subalgebra of Aσ˜ and the map Z
2(H, k) −→ Z2(A, k) given
by σ 7→ σ˜ is a section of the map Z2(A, k) −→ Z2(H, k) induced by the restriction;
in particular, it is injective.
Now assume H = kΓ , with Γ a group. Then a normalized Hopf 2–cocycle on H
is equivalent to a 2–cocycle ϕ ∈ Z2(Γ, k) , i.e. a map ϕ : Γ × Γ −→ k× such that
ϕ(g, h)ϕ(g h, t) = ϕ(h, t)ϕ(g, h t) and ϕ(g, e) = 1 = ϕ(e, g) ∀ g, h, t ∈ Γ
Assume A = R# kΓ is given by a bosonization over a free Abelian group Γ .
Then the coaction of kΓ on the elements of R induces a (Γ × Γ )–grading on A
with deg(g) := (g, g) for all g ∈ Γ and deg(a) := (g, 1) if δ(a) = g ⊗ a with
a ∈ R a homogeneous element; in particular, a is (1, g)–primitive, since ∆(a) =
a⊗ 1+ a(−1)⊗ a(0) . If we let ϕ ∈ Z
2(Γ, k) , then A(ϕ
−1) = Aϕ˜ , where ϕ˜ is the Hopf
2–cocycle on A induced by ϕ . Indeed, this holds true because, for a, b homogeneous
elements of R of degree (g, 1) and (h, 1) respectively, we have that
a ⋆
ϕ−1
b = ϕ(1, 1)−1 ϕ(g, h) a b = ϕ(a(−1), b(−1)) a(0) b(0) = a ·σ b
2.3.2. Twist deformations. We recall now the standard procedure that, starting
from a given Hopf algebra H (possibly in some special category) and a suitable
element in the tensor square H⊗2 , provides a new Hopf algebra structure on it, with
the same product and a new, “deformed” coproduct.
Let H be a Hopf algebra (over a commutative ring), and let F ∈ H ⊗H be an
invertible element in H⊗2 (later called a “twist”, or “twisting element”) such that
F12
(
∆⊗ id
)
(F) = F23
(
id⊗∆
)
(F) ,
(
ǫ⊗ id
)
(F) = 1 =
(
id⊗ ǫ
)
(F)
Then H bears a second Hopf algebra structure, denoted HF , with the old product,
unit and counit, but with new “twisted” coproduct ∆F and antipode SF given by
∆F(x) := F ∆(x)F−1 , SF (x) := v S(x) v−1 ∀ x ∈ H (2.7)
where v :=
∑
F S(f
′
1) f
′
2 — with
∑
F f
′
1⊗f
′
2 = F
−1 — is invertible in H (see, [CP],
§4.2.E, and references therein, for further details).
3. Quantum groups (as QUEA’s) and their twist deformations
In this section we recall the definition of Drinfeld’s quantized universal enveloping
algebras (or QUEA’s for short) and some relevant twist deformations of them.
3.1. Formal QUEA’s (“a` la Drinfeld”).
We briefly recall here the notion of “quantized universal enveloping algebra” (or
QUEA in short), following Drinfeld and others, and some related tools.
3.1.1. The formal QUEA U~(g) . Let k[[~]] be the ring of formal power series
in ~ . The quantized universal enveloping algebra, or QUEA in short, U~(g) is the
associative, unital, topologically complete k[[~]]–algebra with generators Ei , Hi and
Fi ( i ∈ I := {1, . . . , n} ) and relations (for all i, j ∈ I)
HiHj −HjHi = 0 , HiEj − EjHi = +aij Ej , HiFj − FjHi = −aij Fj
EiFj − FjEi = δij
e+~ diHi − e−~ diHi
e+~ di − e−~ di
1−aij∑
k=0
(−1)k
[
1− aij
k
]
qi
E
1−aij−k
i EjE
k
i = 0 ( i 6= j ) (3.1)
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1−aij∑
k=0
(−1)k
[
1− aij
k
]
qi
F
1−aij−k
i FjF
k
i = 0 ( i 6= j ) (3.2)
where herafter we use shorthand notation eX := exp(X) , q := e~ , qi := q
di = e~ di .
It is known that U~(g) has a structure of (topological) Hopf algebra, given by
∆(Ei) := Ei ⊗ 1 + e
+~ diHi ⊗ Ei , S(Ei) := −e
−~ diHiEi , ǫ(Ei) := 0
∆(Hi) := Hi ⊗ 1 + 1⊗Hi , S(Hi) := −Hi , ǫ(Hi) := 0
∆(Fi) := Fi ⊗ e
−~ diHi + 1⊗ Fi , S(Fi) := −Fi e
+~ diHi , ǫ(Fi) := 0
(for all i ∈ I ) where the coproduct takes values in the ~–adic completion U~(g)
⊗̂ 2
of the algebraic tensor square U~(g)
⊗2 — see, e.g., [CP] (and references therein) for
details, taking into account that we adopt slightly different normalizations.
Finally, the semiclassical “limit” U~(g)
/
~U~(g) of U~(g) is isomorphic, as a Hopf
algebra, to U(g) — via Ei 7→ ei , Hi 7→ hi , Fi 7→ fi (notation of §2.1.1) — hence
U~(g) is a deformation quantization of U(g) . Then the latter is endowed with a
structure of co-Poisson Hopf algebra, which in turn makes g into a Lie bialgebra.
3.1.2. Quantum Borel (sub)algebras and their Drinfeld double. We denote
hereafter by U~(h) , resp. U~(b+) , resp. U~(b−) , the ~–adically complete subalgebra
of U~(g) generated by all the Hi’, resp. the Hi’ and the Ei’s, resp. the Hi’ and
the Fi’s. We refer to U~(h) as quantum Cartan (sub)algebra and to U~(b+) , resp.
U~(b−) , as quantum positive, resp. negative, Borel (sub)algebra. It follows directly
from definitions that U~(h) , U~(b+) and U~(b−) all are Hopf subalgebras of U~(g) .
It is also known that the quantum Borel subalgebras are related via a non-dege-
nerate Hopf pairing η : U~(b+)⊗k[[~]] U~(b−)
cop −−→ k[[~]] given by
η
(
Hi , Hj
)
= −diaij , η
(
Ei ,Fj
)
= δij
1
q−1i − q
+1
i
, η
(
Ei , Hj
)
= 0 = η
(
Hi ,Fj
)
(3.3)
Using this non-degenerate pairing, one considers the corresponding Drinfeld double
D
(
U~(b+), U~(b−)
cop, η
)
as in §2.2; in the sequel we denote the latter by U~(gD) .
By construction, there is a Hopf algebra epimorphism πg : U~(gD) −−։ U~(g) .
In order to describe it, we use the identification
U~(gD) = D
(
U~(b+), U~(b−)
cop, η
)
∼= U~(b+)⊗k[[~]] U~(b−)
cop
as coalgebras, and adopt such shorthand notation as Ei = Ei ⊗ 1 , H
+
i = Hi ⊗ 1 ,
H−i = 1⊗Hi , Fi = 1⊗ Fi (for all i ∈ I ); then the projection πg is determined by
πg : Ei 7→ Ei , H
+
i 7→ Hi , H
−
i 7→ Hi , Fi 7→ Fi ∀ i ∈ I (3.4)
Furthermore, U~(gD) can be explicitly described as follows: it is the associative,
unital, topologically complete k[[~]]–algebra with generators Ei , H
+
i , H
−
i and Fi
( i ∈ I := {1, . . . , n} ) satisfying the relations (3.1), (3.2) and the following:
H+i H
+
j −H
+
j H
+
i = 0 , H
+
i H
−
j −H
−
j H
+
i = 0 , H
−
i H
−
j −H
−
j H
−
i = 0
H±i Ej −EjH
±
i = ±aij Ej , H
±
i Fj − FjH
±
i = ∓aij Fj
EiFj − FjEi = δij
e+~ diH
+
i − e−~ diH
−
i
e+~ di − e−~ di
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In addition, the structure of (topological) Hopf algebra of U~(gD) is given by
∆(Ei) := Ei ⊗ 1 + e
+~ diH
+
i ⊗Ei , S(Ei) := −e
−~ diH
+
i Ei , ǫ (Ei) := 0
∆
(
H±i
)
:= H±i ⊗ 1 + 1⊗H
±
i , S
(
H±i
)
:= −H±i , ǫ
(
H±i
)
:= 0
∆(Fi) := Fi ⊗ e
−~ diH
−
i + 1⊗ Fi , S(Fi) := −Fi e
+~ diH
−
i , ǫ (Fi) := 0
By construction, both U~(b+) and U~(b−) are Hopf subalgebras of U~(gD) : the
natural embeddings U~(b+) −֒→ U~(gD) and U~(b−) −֒→ U~(gD) are described by
Ei 7→ Ei , Hi 7→ H
+
i and Fi 7→ Fi , Hi 7→ H
−
i ∀ i ∈ I
Like for U~(g) , if we look at the semiclassical limit of U~(h) , resp. of U~(b+) , resp.
of U~(b−) , resp. of U~(gD) , we find U(h) , resp. U(b+) , resp. U(b−) , resp. U
(
g
D
)
,
where g
D
is the Manin double (see §2.1.1). This entails that all these universal
enveloping algebras also are co-Poisson Hopf algebras, whose co-Poisson structure
in the first three cases is just the restriction of that of U(g) ; in particular, all of h ,
b+ and b− are Lie sub-bialgebras of g .
3.2. Twist deformations of formal QUEA’s.
Following an idea of Reshetikhin (cf. [Re]), we shall consider special twisting
elements for U~(g) and use them to provide a new, twisted QUEA denoted U
Ψ
~ (g) .
Then we shall extend the same method to U~(gD) as well.
3.2.1. Twist deformations of U~(g) . Let us consider an (n × n)–matrix Ψ :=(
ψij
)
i,j∈I
∈Mn
(
k[[~]]
)
. A straightforward check shows that the element
FΨ := exp
(
~
n∑
i,j=1
ψij Hi ⊗Hj
)
(3.5)
is actually a twist of U~(g) in the sense of §2.3.2. Therefore, the recipe in §2.3.2
endows U~(g) with a new, “twisted” coproduct ∆
(Ψ) := ∆FΨ which gives us a new
Hopf structure U~(g)
FΨ . An easy computation proves that the new coproduct reads
as follows on generators (for ℓ ∈ I ):
∆(Ψ)
(
Eℓ
)
= Eℓ ⊗ e
+~
∑
i,j∈I ψij aiℓHj + e+~ dℓHℓ+ ~
∑
i,j∈I ψij ajℓHi ⊗ Eℓ
∆(Ψ)
(
Hℓ
)
= Hℓ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗Hℓ
∆(Ψ)
(
Fℓ
)
= Fℓ ⊗ e
−~ dℓHℓ−~
∑
i,j∈I ψij aiℓHj + e−~
∑
i,j∈I ψij ajℓHi ⊗ Fℓ
Using notation of §2.1.2 with R := k[[~]] , these formulas read (for all ℓ ∈ I )
∆(Ψ)
(
Eℓ
)
= Eℓ ⊗ e
+~ψh−(Tℓ) + e+~
(
idh+ψ
h
+
)
(Tℓ) ⊗ Eℓ
∆(Ψ)
(
Hℓ
)
= Hℓ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗Hℓ
∆(Ψ)
(
Fℓ
)
= Fℓ ⊗ e
−~
(
idh +ψ
h
−
)
(Tℓ) + e−~ψ
h
+(Tℓ) ⊗ Fℓ
Similarly, the “twisted” antipode S(Ψ) := SFΨ is expressed by (for all ℓ ∈ I )
S(Ψ)
(
Eℓ
)
= −e−~
(
idh +ψ
h
+
)
(Tℓ)Eℓ e
−~ψh−(Tℓ)
S(Ψ)
(
Hℓ
)
= −Hℓ
S(Ψ)
(
Fℓ
)
= −e+~ψ
h
+(Tℓ) Fℓ e
+~
(
idh +ψ
h
−
)
(Tℓ)
and the (untwisted!) counit by ǫ
(
Eℓ
)
= 0 , ǫ
(
Hℓ
)
= 0 , ǫ
(
Fℓ
)
= 0 again (for ℓ ∈ I ).
In the sequel we shall use UΨ~ (g) to denote U~(g)
FΨ .
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The previous formulas show that the quantum Borel subalgebras U~(b+) and
U~(b−) are still Hopf subalgebras inside U
Ψ
~ (g) as well. In fact, the element FΨ
can also be seen as a twisting element for both U~(b+) and U~(b−) , and then the
corresponding twisted Hopf algebras obviously sit as Hopf subalgebras inside UΨ~ (g) .
On the other hand, the previous formulas suggest a different presentation of the
quantum Borel subalgebras. Namely, let us consider the “twisted generators”
EΨi := e
−~ψh−(Ti)Ei , T
Ψ
i,+ :=
(
id + ψh+− ψ
h
−
)
(Ti) ∀ i ∈ I
for UΨ~ (b+) — that is clearly generated by them (in topological sense) — and
TΨi,− :=
(
id− ψh++ ψ
h
−
)
(Ti) , F
Ψ
i := e
+~ψh+(Ti)Fi ∀ i ∈ I
for UΨ~ (b−) . Then the above formulas for ∆
(Ψ) give (for all ℓ ∈ I )
∆(Ψ)
(
EΨℓ
)
= EΨℓ ⊗ 1 + e
+~TΨℓ,+ ⊗ EΨℓ
∆(Ψ)
(
TΨℓ,±
)
= TΨℓ,± ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ T
Ψ
ℓ,±
∆(Ψ)
(
FΨℓ
)
= FΨℓ ⊗ e
−~TΨℓ,− + 1⊗ FΨℓ
and those for S(Ψ) and ǫ(Ψ) := ǫ yield
S(Ψ)
(
EΨℓ
)
= −e−~
(
idh +ψ
h
+−ψ
h
−
)
(Tℓ)EΨℓ , ǫ
(
EΨℓ
)
= 0
S(Ψ)
(
TΨℓ,±
)
= −TΨℓ,± , ǫ
(
TΨℓ,±
)
= 0
S(Ψ)
(
FΨℓ
)
= −FΨℓ e
+~
(
idh +ψ
h
−−ψ
h
+
)
(Tℓ) , ǫ
(
FΨℓ
)
= 0
Indeed, using these generators we may write down a complete presentation by
generators and relations of UΨ~ (g) and similarly also of U
Ψ
~ (b+) and U
Ψ
~ (b−) ; com-
paring with those of the corresponding untwisted quantum algebras, the formulas
for the coproduct will read the same, whereas the commutation relations instead will
be deformed — i.e., exactly the converse occur than in the original presentations of
UΨ~ (g) , U
Ψ
~ (b+) and U
Ψ
~ (b−) , where commutation relations stood untouched while
the coproduct was deformed. Nevertheless, we shall not pursue this project here: we
shall do it instead in the setup of polynomial QUEA’s, for whom the final outcome
will read even more neatly, yielding a strong link with “multiparameter QUEA’s”.
3.2.2. Twist deformations of U~(gD) . Let Ψ :=
(
ψij
)
i,j∈I
∈ Mn
(
k[[~]]
)
as in
§3.2.1 above. Again, a direct check shows that the element
FΨ := exp
(
~
n∑
i,j=1
ψij H
+
i ⊗H
−
j
)
(3.6)
is actually a twist for U~(gD) in the sense of §2.3.2. A direct calculation yields
analogous formulas for the new coproduct on generators similar to those in §3.2.1:
∆(Ψ)
(
Eℓ
)
= Eℓ ⊗ e
+~
∑
i,j∈I ψij aiℓH
−
j + e+~ dℓH
+
ℓ
+ ~
∑
i,j∈I ψij ajℓH
+
i ⊗ Eℓ
∆(Ψ)
(
H±ℓ
)
= H±ℓ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗H
±
ℓ
∆(Ψ)
(
Fℓ
)
= Fℓ ⊗ e
−~ dℓH
−
ℓ − ~
∑
i,j∈I ψij aiℓH
−
j + e−~
∑
i,j∈I ψij ajℓH
+
i ⊗ Fℓ
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Using notation of §2.1.2 with R := k[[~]] and {T±i }i∈I thought of as basis of h± ,
we pick the maps ψh± : h± −→ h± that allow us to rewrite the previous formulas as
∆(Ψ)
(
Eℓ
)
= Eℓ ⊗ e
+~ψh−(T
−
ℓ
) + e+~
(
idh++ψ
h
+
)
(T+ℓ ) ⊗Eℓ
∆(Ψ)
(
Hℓ
)
= Hℓ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗Hℓ
∆(Ψ)
(
Fℓ
)
= Fℓ ⊗ e
−~
(
idh−+ψ
h
−
)
(T−
ℓ
) + e−~ψ
h
+(T
+
ℓ
) ⊗ Fℓ
Similarly, the “twisted” antipode S(Ψ) := SFΨ and the (untwisted!) counit ǫ(Ψ) :=
ǫ are expressed by (for all ℓ ∈ I )
S(Ψ)
(
Eℓ
)
= −e−~
(
idh +ψ
h
+
)
(T+ℓ )Eℓ e
−~ψh−(T
−
ℓ ) , ǫ
(
Eℓ
)
= 0
S(Ψ)
(
H±ℓ
)
= −H±ℓ , ǫ
(
H±ℓ
)
= 0
S(Ψ)
(
Fℓ
)
= −e+~ψ
h
+(T
+
ℓ ) Fℓ e
+~
(
idh +ψ
h
−
)
(T−ℓ ) , ǫ
(
Fℓ
)
= 0
Finally, we remark that the epimorphism πg : U~(gD) −−։ U~(g) (see §3.1.2) of
(topological) Hopf algebras is also an epimorphism for the twisted Hopf structure
on both sides, i.e. it is an epimorphism πΨg := πg : U
Ψ
~ (gD) −−։ U
Ψ
~ (g) . Indeed,
this is a direct, easy consequence of the fact that π⊗2g maps the twist element (3.6)
of UΨ~ (gD) onto the twist element (3.5) of U
Ψ
~ (g) .
3.2.3. Twisting Borel subalgebras in U~(gD) . The formulas for the twisted
coproduct in §3.2.2 above show that the quantum Borel subalgebras U~(b+) and
U~(b−) are no longer (in general) Hopf subalgebras inside U
Ψ
~ (gD) . Instead, let
U˙Ψ~ (b+) , resp. U˙
Ψ
~ (b−) , be the complete, unital subalgebra of U
Ψ
~ (gD) generated by{
Ei ,
(
idh+ψ
h
+
)(
T+i
)
, ψh−
(
T−i
) }
i∈I
, resp. by
{
ψh+
(
T+i
)
,
(
idh+ψ
h
−
)(
T−i
)
, Fi
}
i∈I
.
Then the same formulas yield
U˙Ψ~ (b−) and U˙
Ψ
~ (b−) are Hopf subalgebras of U
Ψ
~ (gD) .
Clearly, the semiclassical limits of these twisted subalgebras are
U˙Ψ~ (b+)
/
~ U˙Ψ~ (b+)
∼= U
(
b˙Ψ+
)
and U˙Ψ~ (b−)
/
~ U˙Ψ~ (b−)
∼= U
(
b˙Ψ−
)
where (with notation of §2.1.1)
b˙Ψ+ := Lie subalgebra of gD generated by
{
ei ,
(
idh−+ψ
h
+
)(
t+i
)
, ψh−
(
t−i
)}
i∈I
b˙Ψ− := Lie subalgebra of gD generated by
{
ψh+
(
t+i
)
,
(
idh−+ψ
h
−
)(
t−i
)
, fi
}
i∈I
— where ψh±
(
t±i
)
:= ψh±
(
T±i
)
mod ~ k[[~]] ∈ h± ⊆ b± — so that a more inspiring,
self-explaining notation might be U~
(
b˙Ψ+
)
:= U˙Ψ~ (b+) and U~
(
b˙Ψ−
)
:= U˙Ψ~ (b−) .
Note, however, that b˙Ψ+ and b˙
Ψ
− both have a larger “Cartan subalgebra” than h ,
so they cannot be correctly thought of as “twisted” Borel subalgebras inside g
D
.
On the other hand, let us consider the complete, unital subalgebra UΨ~ (b+) of
UΨ~ (gD) generated by the “twisted generators”
EΨi := e
−~ψh−(T
−
i )Ei , T
Ψ
i,+ :=
(
idh++ ψ
h
+
)(
T+i
)
− ψh−
(
T−i
)
∀ i ∈ I
and let UΨ~ (b−) be the similar complete, unital subalgebra of U
Ψ
~ (gD) generated by
FΨi := e
+~ψh+(T
+
i )Fi , T
Ψ
i,− :=
(
idh−+ ψ
h
−
)(
T−i
)
− ψh+
(
T+i
)
∀ i ∈ I
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Then the above formulas for ∆(Ψ), S(Ψ) and ǫ(Ψ) := ǫ altogether yield (for all ℓ ∈ I )
∆(Ψ)
(
EΨℓ
)
= EΨℓ ⊗ 1 + e
+~TΨℓ,+ ⊗ EΨℓ , ∆
(Ψ)
(
TΨℓ,+
)
= TΨℓ,+ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ T
Ψ
ℓ,+
S(Ψ)
(
EΨℓ
)
= −e−~T
Ψ
ℓ,+EΨℓ , S
(Ψ)
(
TΨℓ,+
)
= −TΨℓ,+
ǫ
(
EΨℓ
)
= 0 , ǫ
(
TΨℓ,±
)
= 0
on the generators of UΨ~ (b+) and
∆(Ψ)
(
FΨℓ
)
= FΨℓ ⊗ e
−~TΨℓ,− + 1⊗ FΨℓ , ∆
(Ψ)
(
TΨℓ,−
)
= TΨℓ,− ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ T
Ψ
ℓ,−
S(Ψ)
(
FΨℓ
)
= −FΨℓ e
+~TΨℓ,− , S(Ψ)
(
TΨℓ,−
)
= −TΨℓ,−
ǫ
(
FΨℓ
)
= 0 , ǫ
(
TΨℓ,−
)
= 0
(for all ℓ ∈ I ) on those of UΨ~ (b−) . Altogether, these formulas show that both
UΨ~ (b+) and U
Ψ
~ (b−) are Hopf subalgebras of U
Ψ
~ (gD) .
Now, at the semiclassical level, let us consider the elements
tΨi,+ :=
(
idh++ ψ
h
+
)(
t+i
)
− ψh−
(
t−i
)
, tΨi,− :=
(
idh−+ ψ
h
−
)(
t−i
)
− ψh+
(
t+i
)
∀ i ∈ I
and the Lie subalgebras
bΨ+ := Lie subalgebra of gD generated by
{
ei , t
Ψ
i,+
}
i∈I
bΨ− := Lie subalgebra of gD generated by
{
tΨi,− , fi
}
i∈I
Notice that the toral part of bΨ± , that is the Lie subalgebra generated by the new
elements tΨi,± , is isomorphic to h, thanks to Proposition 2.1.4(b).
Then one easily sees that the semiclassical limits of UΨ~ (b+) and U
Ψ
~ (b−) are
UΨ~ (b+)
/
~UΨ~ (b+)
∼= U
(
bΨ+
)
and UΨ~ (b−)
/
~UΨ~ (b−)
∼= U
(
bΨ−
)
so that the self-explaining notation U~
(
bΨ+
)
:= UΨ~ (b+) and U~
(
bΨ−
)
:= UΨ~ (b−)
can be also adopted. All this, in turn, also reflects the fact that both bΨ+ and b
Ψ
− are
Lie sub-bialgebras of the Lie bialgebra g
D
(and have the correct size for “Borel”!).
Note that, like in §3.2.1 above, from the previous observations we could find out a
complete presentation by generators (the “twisted” ones) and relations for UΨ~ (b+)
and UΨ~ (b−) , hence also for U
Ψ
~ (gD) : in comparison with those of the corresponding
untwisted quantum algebras, in these presentations the formulas for the coproduct
will read the same, while the commutation relations will be deformed instead — just
the converse of what occur that in the original presentations. However, instead of
pursuing this project like this, we shall do it for polynomial QUEA’s, as for them the
final outcome will have a perfect formulation in terms of “multiparameter QUEA’s”.
Remark 3.2.4. Using the non-degenerate Hopf pairing (3.3) between U~(b+) and
U~(b−)
cop and the formulas in §2.1.2, one may define a “twisted” Hopf pairing ηΨ
between UΨ~ (b+) and U
Ψ
~ (b−)
cop , in such a way that the corresponding Drinfeld
double D
(
UΨ~ (b+), U
Ψ
~ (b−)
cop, ηΨ
)
is canonically isomorphic to UΨ~ (gD) .
Remark 3.2.5. It is worth noting that, strictly speaking, U~
(
b˙Ψ±
)
cannot be thought
of as a “twist deformation” of the isomorphic copy of U~(b±) inside U~(gD) ; indeed,
this occurs because the twisting element
FΨ := exp
(
~
n∑
i,j=1
ψij H
+
i ⊗H
−
j
)
that we used to deform U~(gD) — cf. §3.2.2 — does not belong to U~(b±) .
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On the other hand, let us consider the elements T±ωi :=
∑n
j=1 a
′
ji T
±
i ( i ∈ I ) with(
a′hk
)
h,k∈I
= A−1 . Then by a straightforward calculation we can re-write FΨ as
FΨ := exp
(
~
n∑
k=1
d−1k T
+
ωk
⊗ ψh−
(
T−k
))
(3.7)
and also as
FΨ := exp
(
~
n∑
k=1
ψh+
(
T+k
)
⊗ d−1k T
−
ωk
)
(3.8)
Lead by these formulas, we define Uˇ~(b+) to be the complete, unital subalgebra
of UΨ~ (gD) generated by
{
Ei , d
−1
i T
+
ωi
,
(
idh+ψ
h
+
)(
T+i
)
, ψh−
(
T−i
)}
i∈I
, and Uˇ~(b−)
the one generated by
{
d−1i T
−
ωi
, ψh+
(
T+i
)
,
(
idh+ψ
h
−
)(
T−i
)
, Fi
}
i∈I
. Then Uˇ~(b±) is
a Hopf subalgebra of both U~(gD) and U
Ψ
~ (gD) , hence we shall write Uˇ
Ψ
~ (b−) when
we consider Uˇ~(b−) endowed with the Hopf (sub)algebra structure induced from the
(twisted) Hopf algebra structure of U~(gD) . Now, by (3.7) and (3.8) we have
FΨ ∈ Uˇ
Ψ
~ (b+) ⊗̂ Uˇ
Ψ
~ (b+) and FΨ ∈ Uˇ
Ψ
~ (b−) ⊗̂ Uˇ
Ψ
~ (b−)
so that FΨ can indeed be rightfully called “twisting element” for Uˇ~(b±) — as it
does belong to Uˇ~(b±) ⊗̂ Uˇ~(b±) and twisting Uˇ~(b±) by it we actually get Uˇ
Ψ
~ (b±) .
3.3. Polynomial QUEA’s (“a` la Jimbo-Lusztig”).
We shortly recall hereafter the “polynomial version” of the notion of QUEA, as
introduced by Jimbo, Lusztig and others, as well as some related material.
Let kq be the subfield of k[[~]] generated by k ∪
{
q1/m := e~/m
∣∣m∈N+} ; in
particular q±1 := e±~ ∈ kq and q
±1
i := q
±di ∈ kq for all i ∈ I . Note that kq is the
injective limit of all the fields of rational functions k
(
q+1/m
)
, but in specific cases
we shall be working with a specific bound on m , fixed from scratch, so in fact we
can adopt as ground ring just one such ring k
(
q+1/N
)
for a single, large enough N .
As a general matter of notation, hereafter by qr for any r ∈ Q we shall always
mean qr = qa/d :=
(
q1/d
)a
if r = a/d with a ∈ Z and d ∈ N+ .
3.3.1. The polynomial QUEA Uq(g) . We introduce the “polynomial” QUEA
for g , hereafter denoted Uq(g) , as being the unital kq–subalgebra of U~(g) generated
by
{
Ei , K
±1
i :=e
±~ diHi, Fi
∣∣ i∈I } . From this definition and from the presentation
of U~(g) we deduce that Uq(g) can be presented as the associative, unital kq–algebra
with generators Ei , K
±1
i and Fi ( i ∈ I := {1, . . . , n} ) and relations (for all i, j ∈ I)
KiKj = KjKi , K
±1
i K
∓1
i = 1 = K
∓1
i K
±1
i
KiEjK
−1 = q
+aij
i Ej , KiFjK
−1 = q
−aij
i Fj
EiFj − FjEi = δij
K+1i −K
−1
i
q+1i − q
−1
i
1−aij∑
k=0
(−1)k
[
1− aij
k
]
qi
E
1−aij−k
i EjE
k
i = 0 ( i 6= j ) (3.9)
1−aij∑
k=0
(−1)k
[
1− aij
k
]
qi
F
1−aij−k
i FjF
k
i = 0 ( i 6= j ) (3.10)
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The formulas for the coproduct, antipode and counit in U~(g) now read
∆(Ei) := Ei ⊗ 1 +K
+1
i ⊗ Ei , S(Ei) := −K
−1
i Ei , ǫ(Ei) := 0
∆
(
K±1i
)
:= K±1i ⊗K
±1
i , S
(
K±1i
)
:= K∓1i , ǫ
(
K±1i
)
:= 1
∆(Fi) := Fi ⊗K
−1
i + 1⊗ Fi , S(Fi) := −FiK
+1
i , ǫ(Fi) := 0
— for all i ∈ I — so that Uq(g) is actually a Hopf subalgebra inside U~(g) ; cf.
[CP], and references therein for details, taking into account that we adopt slightly
different normalizations.
3.3.2. Polynomial quantum Borel (sub)algebras and their double. We
consider now the “polynomial version” of the quantum Cartan subalgebra U~(h) ,
the quantum Borel subalgebras U~(b±) and the “quantum double” U~(gD) .
First, we define Uq(h) as being the unital kq–subalgebra of U~(g) generated by{
K±1i
∣∣ i ∈ I } ; this is clearly a Hopf subalgebra of both U~(h) and Uq(g) — in fact,
it coincides with U~(h) ∩ Uq(g) — isomorphic to the group algebra over kq , with
its canonical Hopf structure, of the Abelian group Zn .
Similarly, we define Uq(b+) , resp. Uq(b−) , as being the unital kq–subalgebra of
U~(g) generated by
{
Ei , K
±1
i
∣∣ i ∈ I } , resp. by {K±1i , Fi ∣∣ i ∈ I } . Then Uq(b±)
is a Hopf subalgebra of both U~(b±) and Uq(g) , coinciding with U~(b±) ∩ Uq(g) .
From the presentation of Uq(g) one can easily deduce a similar presentation for
Uq(h) , Uq(b+) and Uq(b−) as well.
The Hopf pairing η : U~(b+) ⊗k[[~]] U~(b−)
cop −−→ k[[~]] restricts to a similar
pairing η : Uq(b+) ⊗kq Uq(b−)
cop −−→ kq between polynomial quantum Borel
subalgebras, described by the formulas
η
(
Ki ,Kj
)
= q−diaij , η
(
Ei ,Fj
)
=
δij
q−1i − q
+1
i
, η
(
Ei ,Kj
)
= 0 = η
(
Ki ,Fj
)
(3.11)
Using this pairing one constructs the corresponding Drinfeld double as in §2.2, in
the sequel denoted also by Uq(gD) := D
(
Uq(b+), Uq(b−)
cop, η
)
.
Tracking the whole construction, one realizes that Uq(gD) naturally identifies with
the unital kq–subalgebra of U~(gD) generated by{
Ei , Ki,+ := e
±diH
+
i = e±T
+
i , Ki,− := e
±diH
−
i = e±T
−
i , Fi
∣∣ i ∈ I }
Then Uq(gD) can be presented as the associative, unital kq–algebra with generators
Ei , Ki,± and Fi — with i ∈ I — satisfying (3.9) and (3.10), together with the
relations (for all i, j ∈ I)
Ki,+Kj,+ = Kj,+,jKi,+ , Ki,+Kj,− = Kj,−Ki,+ , Ki,−Kj,− = Kj,−Ki,−
K±1i,+ K
∓1
i,+ = 1 = K
∓1
i,+ K
±1
i,+ , K
±1
i,−K
∓1
i,− = 1 = K
∓1
i,−K
±1
i,−
K+1i,± Ej K
−1
i,∓ = q
+diaijEj , K
+1
i,± Fj K
−1
i,± = q
−diaijFj
Ei Fj − Fj Ei = δij
K+1i,+ −K
−1
i,−
q+1i − q
−1
i
while coproduct, antipode and counit are described by the formulas
∆(Ei) := Ei ⊗ 1 +K
+1
i,+ ⊗ Ei , S(Ei) := −K
−1
i,+Ei , ǫ(Ei) := 0
∆
(
K±1i,+
)
:= K±1i,+ ⊗K
±1
i,+ , S
(
K±1i,+
)
:= K∓1i,+ , ǫ
(
K±1i,+
)
:= 1
∆
(
K±1i,−
)
:= K±1i,− ⊗K
±1
i,− , S
(
K±1i,−
)
:= K∓1i,− , ǫ
(
K±1i,−
)
:= 1
∆(Fi) := Fi ⊗K
−1
i,− + 1⊗ Fi , S(Fi) := −FiK
+1
i,− , ǫ(Fi) := 0
for all i ∈ I — so that Uq(gD) is actually a Hopf subalgebra inside U~(gD) .
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In terms of this description, and using the canonical identification
Uq(gD) := D
(
Uq(b+), Uq(b−)
cop, η
)
∼= Uq(b+)⊗kq Uq(b−)
cop
as coalgebras, we have Ei = Ei⊗1 , K
±1
i,+ = K
±1
i ⊗1 , K
±1
i,− = 1⊗K
±1
i , Fi = 1⊗Fi
(for all i ∈ I ). Moreover, the natural embeddings of Uq(b+) and Uq(b−) as Hopf
subalgebras inside Uq(gD)
∼= Uq(b+)⊗kq Uq(b−)
cop are described by
Ei 7→ Ei , K
±1
i 7→ K
±1
i,+ and Fi 7→ Fi , K
±1
i 7→ K
±1
i,− ∀ i ∈ I
Also by construction, the projection πg : U~(gD) −−։ U~(g) — an epimorphism
of formal Hopf algebras over k[[~]] — restricts to a Hopf kq–algebra epimorphism
πg : Uq(gD) −−։ Uq(g) , which is explicitly described by
πg : Ei 7→ Ei , K
±1
i,+ 7→ K
±1
i , K
±1
i,− 7→ K
±1
i , Fi 7→ Fi ∀ i ∈ I (3.12)
3.3.3. Larger tori for (polynomial) quantum groups. By definition, the “toral
part” of a (polynomial) quantum group Uq(g) is its Cartan subalgebra Uq(h) : the
latter identifies with the group (Hopf) algebra of the Abelian group Zn , which in
turn is identified with the free Abelian group KQ generated by the Ki’s via Ki 7→ ei
(the i–th element in the canonical Z–basis of Zn ). As Zn is isomorphic to the root
lattice Q :=
∑
i∈I Zαi via ei 7→ αi , we have also an isomorphism ΩQ : Q
∼=
−֒−։ KQ
given by αi 7→ Ki ; we then fix notation Kα := ΩQ(α)
(
∈ KQ
)
for every α ∈ Q .
With this notation in use, note that the commutation relations between the K±1i ’s
and the Ej ’s or the Fj ’s generalize to
K+1α EjK
−1
α = q
+(α,αj)Ej , K
+1
α FjK
−1
α = q
−(α,αj)Fj ∀ α ∈ Q , j ∈ I
where ( , ) is the symmetric bilinear pairing on QQ × QQ introduced in §2.1.1.
Note that ±(α, αj) ∈ Z so that q
±(α,αj) ∈ k
[
q+1, q−1
]
⊆ kq : in particular, Uq(g) is
actually defined over the smaller ring k
[
q+1, q−1
]
too — no need of the whole kq .
Let Γ be a sublattice of QQ of rank n with Q ⊆ Γ . For any basis
{
γ1, . . . γn
}
of Γ , let C :=
(
cij
)j=1,...,n;
i=1,...,n;
be the matrix of integers such that αi =
∑n
j=1 cij γj for
every i ∈ I = {1, . . . , n} . Write c :=
∣∣ det(C)∣∣ ∈ N+ : as it is known, it equals the
index (as a subgroup) of Q in Γ ; in particular, it is independent of any choice of
bases. Write C−1 =
(
c′ij
)j=1,...,n;
i=1,...,n;
for the inverse matrix to C : then γi =
∑n
j=1 c
′
ij αj
for each i ∈ I = {1, . . . , n} , where c′ij ∈ c
−1 Z , for all i, j ∈ I .
We denote by Uq,Γ (h) the group algebra over kq of the lattice Γ , with its canonical
structure of Hopf algebra. So, each element γ ∈ Γ corresponds to an element
Kγ ∈ Uq,Γ (h) . Denote by KΓ the subgroup of Uq,Γ (h) generated by all these Kγ’s.
This clearly yields a group isomorphism ΩΓ : Γ
∼=
−֒−։ KΓ given by γ 7→ Kγ
that extends the ΩQ given above. Moreover, as the group Q embeds into Γ we
have a corresponding Hopf algebra embedding Uq(h) = Uq,Q(h) −֒−→ Uq,Γ (h) . In
particular, each Ki = Kαi is expressed by the formula Kαi=
∏
j∈I K
cij
γj .
Note that each of these extended quantum Cartan (sub)algebras still embed, in
a natural way, inside U~(h) . To see it, we use again notation from §2.1.1: consider
the Q–span of the Hi’s as a Q–integral form of h , take the associated isomorphism
t : h∗
Q
∼=
−−→ h
Q
and look at the elements Ti := tαi = diHi for all i ∈ I . By
construction, we have
Kαi ≡ Ki := e
~ diHi = e~Ti ∀ i ∈ I
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and more in general for α ∈ Q written as α =
∑
j∈I zj αj (with zj ∈ Z ) we have
Kα :=
∏
j∈I
K
zj
j =
∏
j∈I
e~ zjdiHi =
∏
j∈I
e~ zjTj = e~
∑
j∈I zjTj = e~Tα ∀ α ∈ Q
Now this picture extends to any other lattice Γ in h∗
Q
≡ QQ containing Q . Indeed,
mapping Kγ 7→ e
~Tγ — for all γ ∈ Γ — provides a unique, well-defined monomor-
phism of Hopf algebras from Uq,Γ (h) to U~(h) . In other words, Uq,Γ (h) canonically
identifies with the kq–subalgebra of U~(h) generated by
{
Kγ := e
~Tγ
∣∣ γ ∈ Γ } .
3.3.4. Polynomial quantum groups with larger torus. We aim now to in-
troduce new polynomial QUEA’s having a “larger Cartan subalgebra”, modeled on
those of the form Uq,Γ (h) presented in §3.3.3 above.
To begin with, let Γ be any lattice in QQ such that Q ⊆ Γ . Like we did for
Uq(g) , we define Uq,Γ (g) as being the unital kq–subalgebra of U~(g) generated by{
Ei , Kγ := e
~Tγ , Fi
∣∣ i∈I, γ∈Γ } . From this definition and from the presentation
of U~(g) we deduce that Uq,Γ (g) can be presented as the associative, unital kq–
algebra with generators Ei , Kγ and Fi ( i ∈ I := {1, . . . , n} , γ ∈ Γ ) satisfying
(3.9) and (3.10), together with the relations
Kγ′Kγ′′ = Kγ′+γ′′ = Kγ′′Kγ′ , K+γK−γ = 1 = K−γK+γ
KγEjK
−1
γ = q
+(γ,αj)Ej , KγFjK
−1
γ = q
−(γ,αj)Fj
EiFj − FjEi = δij
K+1αi −K
−1
αi
q+1i − q
−1
i
(for all i, j ∈ I , γ, γ′, γ′′ ∈ Γ ), where qi := q
di = e~ di as before. The formulas for
the coproduct, antipode and counit in U~(g) then give
∆(Ei) = Ei ⊗ 1 +K
+1
αi
⊗ Ei , S(Ei) = −K
−1
αi
Ei , ǫ(Ei) = 0
∆
(
K±1γ
)
= K±1γ ⊗K
±1
γ , S
(
K±1γ
)
= K∓1γ , ǫ
(
K±1γ
)
= 1
∆(Fi) = Fi ⊗K
−1
αi
+ 1⊗ Fi , S(Fi) = −FiK
+1
αi
, ǫ(Fi) = 0
(for all i∈I , γ∈Γ ) so that Uq,Γ (g) is (again) a Hopf subalgebra inside U~(g) .
With notation of §3.3.3, let C :=
(
cij
)j=1,...,n;
i=1,...,n;
be the matrix of change of Q–basis
(for QQ ) from any basis of Γ to the basis
{
α1, . . . αn
}
of simple roots and set
c :=
∣∣det(C)∣∣ ∈ N+ . Then from the above presentation one easily sees that Uq,Γ (g)
is actually well-defined over the subfield k
(
q1/c
)
of kq .
With much the same method we define also quantum Borel subalgebras with
larger torus, modeled on the lattice Γ , hereafter denoted Uq,Γ (b+) , resp. Uq,Γ (b−) ,
simply dropping the Fi’, resp. the Ei’s, from the set of generators.
Similarly, if we take as generators only the Kγ ’s we get a Hopf kq–subalgebra of
U~(h) (hence of U~(g) a well) that is isomorphic to Uq,Γ (h) — cf. §3.3.3 above.
Note also that definitions give Uq(b±) = Uq,Q(b±) ⊆ Uq,Γ (b±) ⊆ U~(b±) . More-
over, all these algebraic objects are actually well-defined over k
(
q1/c
)
as well.
Now let Γ+ and Γ− be any two lattices in QQ such that Q ⊆ Γ± , and let
Γ• := Γ+×Γ− . Then we define Uq,Γ•(gD) as being the unital kq–subalgebra of U~(gD)
generated by
{
Ei , Kγ± := e
~Tγ± , Fi
∣∣ i ∈ I, γ± ∈ Γ± } . From the presentation of
U~(gD) we deduce that Uq,Γ•(g) can be presented as the associative, unital kq–algebra
with generators Ei , Kγ± and Fi ( i ∈ I := {1, . . . , n} , γ± ∈ Γ± ) satisfying the
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relations (3.9) and (3.10), together with the following:
Kγ+Kγ− = Kγ−Kγ+
Kγ′±Kγ′′± = Kγ′±+γ′′± = Kγ′′±Kγ′± , K+γ±K−γ± = 1 = K−γ±K+γ±
Kγ±EjK
−1
γ±
= q+(γ± , αj)Ej , Kγ±FjK
−1
γ±
= q−(γ± , αj)Fj
EiFj − FjEi = δij
K+1
α+i
−K−1
α−i
q+1i − q
−1
i
(for all i, j ∈ I , γ±, γ
′
±, γ
′′
± ∈ Γ± ), where α
±
i is the copy of αi (∈ Q) inside Γ± and
qi := q
di = e~ di as usual. Moreover, coproduct, antipode and counit of U~(gD) on
these generators read
∆(Ei) = Ei ⊗ 1 +K
+1
α+i
⊗ Ei , S(Ei) = −K
−1
α+i
Ei , ǫ(Ei) = 0
∆
(
K±1γ±
)
= K±1γ± ⊗K
±1
γ± , S
(
K±1γ±
)
= K∓1γ± , ǫ
(
K±1γ±
)
= 1
∆(Fi) = Fi ⊗K
−1
α−i
+ 1⊗ Fi , S(Fi) = −FiK
+1
α−i
, ǫ(Fi) = 0
(for all i∈I , γ±∈Γ± ). Thus Uq,Γ•(gD) is also a Hopf subalgebra inside U~(gD) .
Fix again two lattices Γ+ and Γ− in QQ such that Q ⊆ Γ± . As Uq,Γ±(b±) ⊆
U~(b±) , the pairing η : U~(b+) ⊗k[[~]] U~(b−)
cop −−→ k[[~]] restricts to a similar
(non-degenerate) Hopf pairing η : Uq,Γ+(b+)⊗kqUq,Γ−(b−)
cop −−→ kq , which in turn
extends the one on Uq(b+)⊗kqUq(b−)
cop = Uq,Q(b+)⊗kqUq,Q(b−)
cop ; the formulas
η
(
Kγ+ , Kγ−
)
= q−(γ+,γ−) , η
(
Ei , Fj
)
=
δij
q−1i − q
+1
i
, η
(
Ei , Kj
)
= 0 = η
(
Ki , Fj
)
uniquely determines this pairing. Using the latter, we construct the corresponding
Drinfeld double D
(
Uq,Γ+(b+), Uq,Γ−(b−)
cop, η
)
as in §2.2. It follows by construction
that this double coincides with the Hopf algebra Uq,Γ•(gD) considered right above.
Again by construction, we also have that the projection πg : U~(gD) −−։ U~(g)
yields by restriction a Hopf kq–algebra epimorphism πg : Uq,Γ•(gD) −−։ Uq,Γ∗(g) ,
where Γ∗ := Γ+ + Γ−
(
⊆ QQ
)
whose explicit description is obvious.
An alternative method to construct these QUEA’s with larger toral part goes as
follows. Fix a lattice Γ in QQ such that Q ⊆ Γ , and consider the associated Hopf
algebra Uq,Γ (h) as in §3.3.3 and the canonical embedding Uq(h) = Uq,Q(h) ⊆ Uq,Γ (h) .
The natural (adjoint) action of Uq(h) onto Uq(g) extends (uniquely) to a Uq,Γ (h)–
action · : Uq,Γ (h)× Uq(g) −−→ Uq(g) given (for all i ∈ I and γ ∈ Γ ) by
Kγ · Ej = q
+(γ ,αj)Ej , Kγ · Fj = q
−(γ ,αj) Fj , Kγ · Kj = Kj
that makes Uq(g) into a Uq,Γ (h)–module algebra. Then we can consider the Hopf
algebra Uq,Γ (h) ⋉ Uq(g) given by the smash product of Uq,Γ (h) and Uq(g) : the
underlying vector space is just Uq,Γ (h)⊗kq Uq(g) , the coalgebra structure is the one
given by the tensor product of the corresponding coalgebras, and the product is
given by the formula
(h⋉ x) (k ⋉ y) = h k(1) ⋉
(
S(k(2)) · x
)
y (3.13)
for all h, k ∈ Uq,Γ (h) , x, y ∈ Uq(g) . Since Uq,Γ (h) contains Uq(h) as a Hopf
subalgebra, it follows that Uq,Γ (h) itself is a right Uq(h)–module Hopf algebra with
respect to the adjoint action. Under these conditions, it is easy to see that the smash
product Uq,Γ (h) ⋉ Uq(g) maps onto a Hopf algebra structure on the kq–module
Uq,Γ (h) ⊗
Uq(h)
Uq(g) , which we can denote by Uq,Γ (h) ⋉
Uq(h)
Uq(g) , see [Len, Theorem
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2.8]. Finally, tracking the whole construction one easily sees that this Hopf algebra
Uq,Γ (h) ⋉
Uq(h)
Uq(g) actually coincides with the Hopf algebra Uq,Γ (g) considered above.
With the same approach, one can also realize Uq,Γ±(b±) , resp. Uq,Γ (b−) , as Hopf
algebra structure on Uq,Γ±(h) ⊗
Uq(h)
Uq(b±) , resp. Uq,Γ•(h) ⊗
Uq(h)⊗Uq(h)
Uq(gD) , obtained as quo-
tient of the smash product Hopf algebra Uq,Γ±(h)⋉Uq(b±) , resp. Uq,Γ•(h)⋉Uq(gD) .
3.4. Twist deformations of polynomial QUEA’s.
We introduce now the polynomial version of twisted QUEA’s, or twisted polyno-
mial QUEA’s, just by matching what we did in §§3.3 and 3.2.
3.4.1. “Twist deformations” of Uq(g) . Let kq := lim
←−−
m∈N
k
(
q1/m
) (
⊆ k[[~]]
)
and
Uq(g) be as in §3.3. Fix also an (n× n)–matrix Ψ :=
(
ψij
)
i,j∈I
∈ Mn
(
k[[~]]
)
as in
§3.2.1, but now we make the stronger assumption that Ψ :=
(
ψij
)
i,j∈I
∈Mn
(
Q
)
.
Via the recipe in §3.2.1, we pick the corresponding twisted formal QUEA UΨ~ (g) .
Then inside the latter we consider the unital kq–subalgebra Uq(g) , generated by{
Ei , K
±1
i :=e
±~ diHi=e±~Ti, Fi
∣∣ i∈I } , for which we have an explicit presentation.
On the other hand, the new, twisted Hopf structure of UΨ~ (g) on the generators of
Uq(g) — with notation of §§2.1.2 and 3.3.3 — reads
∆(Ψ)
(
Eℓ
)
= Eℓ ⊗K+ψ−(αℓ) +K+(id+ψ+)(αℓ) ⊗ Eℓ = Eℓ ⊗K+ζ−ℓ
+K+αℓ+ζ+ℓ
⊗Eℓ
∆(Ψ)
(
K±1ℓ
)
= K±1ℓ ⊗K
±1
ℓ
∆(Ψ)
(
Fℓ
)
= Fℓ ⊗K−(id+ψ−)(αℓ) +K−ψ+(αℓ) ⊗ Fℓ = Fℓ ⊗K−αℓ−ζ−ℓ
+K−ζ+
ℓ
⊗ Fℓ
S(Ψ)
(
Eℓ
)
= −K−(idh +ψ+)(αℓ)EℓK−ψ−(αℓ) = −K−αℓ−ζ+ℓ
EℓK−ζ−
ℓ
, ǫ
(
Eℓ
)
= 0
S(Ψ)
(
K±1ℓ
)
= K∓1ℓ , ǫ
(
K±1ℓ
)
= 1
S(Ψ)
(
Fℓ
)
= −K+ψ+(αℓ) FℓK+(idh +ψ−)(αℓ) = −K+ζ+
ℓ
FℓK+αℓ+ζ−ℓ
, ǫ
(
Fℓ
)
= 0
(for all ℓ ∈ I ). This shows explicitly that
Uq(g) is a Hopf subalgebra (over kq ) inside U
Ψ
~ (g) if and only if ψ±(Q) ⊆ Q .
In order to settle this point, we pick the sublattice in QQ given by QΨ :=
Q + ψ+(Q) + ψ−(Q) , and for each lattice Γ in QQ containing Q
Ψ we consider
the corresponding polynomial QUEA, namely Uq,Γ (g) as in §3.3.4. Then Uq,Γ (g) is
naturally embedded inside U~(g) , and repeating the previous analysis we see that
Uq,Γ (g) is a Hopf subalgebra (over kq ) inside U
Ψ
~ (g) . (3.14)
To sum up, the previous analysis allows us to give the following definition:
Definition 3.4.2. We denote by U Ψq,Γ (g) the Hopf algebra defined in (3.14), whose
Hopf structure is given by restriction from UΨ~ (g) . We call any such Hopf algebra
twisted polynomial QUEA, saying it is obtained from Uq,Γ (g) by twisting (although,
strictly speaking, this is not entirely correct).
Remark 3.4.3. The multiparameter quantum groups Uϕq (g) introduced by Costan-
tini and Varagnolo in [CV1, CV2, CV3] are a particular case of a twisted polynomial
QUEA, obtained by taking 2ψ− = −2ψ+ = ϕ . More precisely, they fix assump-
tions on ϕ — hence on ψ — that guarantee that it is enough to take, once and for
all, the “larger torus” modeled on the lattice Γ = P .
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3.4.4. “Twist deformations” of Uq(gD) . Let again kq := lim←−−
m∈N
k
(
q1/m
)
and
Ψ :=
(
ψij
)
i,j∈I
∈ Mn
(
Q
)
be as in §3.4.1. Following §3.2.2, we pick the twisted
formal QUEA UΨ~ (gD) : inside the latter, we pick the unital kq–subalgebra Uq(gD)
of §3.3.2, for which we know an explicit presentation.
Since we are working with a double copy of h, hence also with Q(Q × Q) =
QQ × QQ , we write Q± to mean Q+ := Q × {0} and Q− := {0} × Q , and also
— for every γ ∈ QQ — we set γ+ := (γ, 0) and γ− := (0, γ) inside QQ × QQ .
Besides this, hereafter the notation is that of §§2.1.2 and 3.3.3.
The twisted Hopf structure of UΨ~ (gD) on the generators of Uq(gD) yields
∆(Ψ)
(
Eℓ
)
= Eℓ ⊗K+ψ−(α−ℓ )
+K+(id+ψ+)(α+ℓ )
⊗ Eℓ = Eℓ ⊗K+ζ−
ℓ,−
+K+α+
ℓ
+ζ+
ℓ,+
⊗Eℓ
∆(Ψ)
(
K±1ℓ
)
= K±1ℓ ⊗K
±1
ℓ
∆(Ψ)
(
Fℓ
)
= Fℓ ⊗K−(id+ψ−)(α−ℓ )
+K−ψ+(α+ℓ )
⊗ Fℓ = Fℓ ⊗K−α−ℓ −ζ
−
ℓ,−
+K−ζ+ℓ,+
⊗ Fℓ
S(Ψ)
(
Eℓ
)
= −K−(idh +ψ+)(α+ℓ )
EℓK−ψ−(α−ℓ )
= −K−α+
ℓ
−ζ+
ℓ,+
EℓK−ζ−
ℓ,−
, ǫ
(
Eℓ
)
= 0
S(Ψ)
(
K±1ℓ
)
= K∓1ℓ , ǫ
(
K±1ℓ
)
= 1
S(Ψ)
(
Fℓ
)
= −K+ψ+(α+ℓ )
FℓK+(idh +ψ−)(α−ℓ )
= −K+ζ+
ℓ,+
FℓK+α−
ℓ
+ζ−
ℓ,−
, ǫ
(
Fℓ
)
= 0
for all ℓ ∈ I . From the formulas above we see that
Uq(gD) is a Hopf subalgebra (over kq ) in U
Ψ
~ (gD) if and only if ψ±(Q±) ⊆ Q± .
To fix this issue, we consider the sublattices QΨ(±) := (id + ψ±)(Q±) + ψ∓(Q∓)
inside QQ×QQ and their sum QΨ∗ := Q
Ψ
(+) +Q
Ψ
(−) ; then for each lattice Γ◦ inside
QQ×QQ containing QΨ∗ we consider the associated polynomial QUEA Uq,Γ◦(gD) as
in §3.3.4. By construction Uq,Γ◦(gD) sits inside U~(gD) , and repeating the previous
analysis we find that
Uq,Γ◦(gD) is a Hopf subalgebra (over kq ) inside U
Ψ
~ (gD) . (3.15)
At the end of the day, we are allowed to give the following definition:
Definition 3.4.5. We denote by U Ψq,Γ◦(gD) the Hopf algebra given in (3.15), whose
Hopf structure is given by restriction from UΨ~ (gD) . We call any such Hopf alge-
bra twisted polynomial QUEA, saying it is obtained from Uq,Γ◦(gD) by twisting —
although, strictly speaking, this is not entirely correct.
Remark 3.4.6. It follows by construction that the epimorphism of (twisted) formal
QUEA’s πΨg := πg : U
Ψ
~ (gD) −−։ U
Ψ
~ (g) (cf. §3.2.2) restricts to an epimorphism
(as Hopf kq–algebras) π
Ψ
g := πg : U
Ψ
q,Γ◦(gD) −−։ U
Ψ
q,Γ (g) of polynomial QUEA’s
too, where Γ is the image of Γ◦ for the natural projection of Q(Q × Q) onto QQ
mapping α± ∈ Q± onto α ∈ Q .
3.4.7. “Twist deformations” of Uq(b±) . We still work with Ψ :=
(
ψij
)
i,j∈I
∈
Mn(Q) as in §3.4.1. Using it, we define suitable “twist deformations” of the quantum
Borel algebras Uq(b±) as Hopf subalgebras inside U
Ψ
q (g) and inside U
Ψ
q (gD) .
First we pick in QQ the sublattices QΨ± := (id + ψ±)(Q) + ψ∓(Q) , and for any
lattice Γ± in QQ containing Q
Ψ
± we consider Γ∗ := Γ+ + Γ− and the corresponding
Uq,Γ∗(g) , as in §3.4.1; inside the latter, we consider the (polynomial) quantum Borel
(or “Borel-like”) subalgebra Uq,Γ±(b±) . Now, the formulas for the twisted Hopf
structure of Uq,Γ∗(g) show that the subalgebra Uq,Γ±(b±) is also a Hopf subalgebra
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in U Ψq,Γ∗(g) . Therefore Uq,Γ±(b±) with the twisted coproduct, antipode and counit is
a new Hopf algebra, that we denote by UΨq,Γ±(b±) , and call (polynomial) “twisted”
quantum Borel subalgebra.
Note also that both UΨq,Γ+(b+) and U
Ψ
q,Γ−
(b−) are Hopf subalgebras in Uq,Γ∗(g) .
Second, we pick in Q(Q× Q) the sublattices QΨ(±) := (id + ψ±)(Q±) + ψ∓(Q∓) ,
and for any lattice Γ(±) in Q(Q×Q) containing Q
Ψ
(±) we consider Γ(∗) := Γ(+)+Γ(−)
and the corresponding (double) quantum group U Ψq,Γ(∗)(gD) ; inside the latter, we fix
the (polynomial) quantum Borel subalgebra UΨq,Γ(±)(b±). Then the explicit formulas
for the (twisted) Hopf structure of U Ψq,Γ(∗)(gD) show that
UΨq,Γ(±)(b±) is a Hopf subalgebra of U
Ψ
q,Γ(∗)
(g
D
) .
However, a major drawback of both the subalgebras UΨq,Γ±(b±) — inside U
Ψ
q,Γ∗(g)
— and UΨq,Γ(±)(b±) — inside U
Ψ
q,Γ(∗)
(g
D
) — is that they have too large a toral part
to be rightfully called “(polynomial) quantum Borel (sub)algebras”. We tackle and
settle this problem in §3.4.8 hereafter.
3.4.8. Twisted generators for polynomial twisted QUEA’s. Let us consider
in Q(Q×Q) the elements τ±i := (id+ψ±)(α
±
i )−ψ∓(α
∓
i ) = α
±
i + ζ
±
i,±− ζ
∓
i,∓ (i ∈ I)
— cf. §2.1.2 — and the sublattices QΨ[±] with Z–basis
{
τ±i
∣∣ i ∈ I } .
Let QΨ(±) := (id + ψ±)(Q±) + ψ∓(Q∓) and Γ(±) be as in §3.4.7 above; then Q
Ψ
[±]
is a sublattice in the lattice QΨ(±) , hence in Γ(±) as well. Inside the (twisted) Borel
QUEA U Ψq,Γ(±)(b±) we consider the elements
EΨi := K−ψ−(α−i )Ei = K−ζ
−
i,−
Ei , K
Ψ
i,+ := K(id+ψ+)(α+i )−ψ−(α
−
i )
= Kα+i + ζ
+
i,+− ζ
−
i,−
FΨi := K+ψ+(α+i )
Fi = K+ζ+i,+
Fi , K
Ψ
i,− := K(id+ψ−)(α−i )−ψ+(α
+
i )
= Kα−i + ζ
−
i,−− ζ
+
i,+
(for all i ∈ I ) — hereafter called “twisted generators” — and then define UˆΨq (b+) ,
resp. UˆΨq (b−) , as being the unital kq–subalgebra of U
Ψ
q,Γ(±)
(b±) generated by the E
Ψ
i ’s
and the
(
KΨi,+
)±1
’s, resp. by the FΨi ’s and the
(
KΨi,−
)±1
’s.
More in general, for any other sublatticeM± containing Q
Ψ
[±] we define Uˆ
Ψ
q,M+
(b+) ,
resp. UˆΨq,M−(b−) , as the unital kq–subalgebra of Uq,M±+QΨ(±)(b±) generated by the
EΨi ’s and the Ky+ ’s, resp. by the F
Ψ
i ’s and the Ky−’s, with i ∈ I and y±∈M± .
The key fact is that the (twisted) Hopf structure of UΨ
q,M±+QΨ(±)
(b±) yields
∆(Ψ)
(
EΨℓ
)
= EΨℓ ⊗ 1 +K+τ+
ℓ
⊗EΨℓ , S
(Ψ)
(
EΨℓ
)
= −K−τ+
ℓ
EΨℓ , ǫ
(
EΨℓ
)
= 0
∆(Ψ)
(
Ky±
)
= Ky± ⊗Ky± , S
(Ψ)
(
Ky±
)
= K −1y± = K−y± , ǫ
(
Ky±
)
= 1
∆(Ψ)
(
FΨℓ
)
= FΨℓ ⊗K−τ−
ℓ
+ 1⊗ FΨℓ , S
(Ψ)
(
FΨℓ
)
= −FΨℓ K+τ−
ℓ
, ǫ
(
FΨℓ
)
= 0
for all ℓ ∈ I . Altogether, these formulas show that
UˆΨq,M±(b±) is a Hopf subalgebra of U
Ψ
q,M±+QΨ(±)
(b±) .
It is clear from definitions that if M± ⊇ Q
Ψ
(±) then we have Uˆ
Ψ
q,M±
(b±) =
UΨq,M±(b+) — cf. §3.4.7. Thus Uˆ
Ψ
q,M+
(b+) = U
Ψ
q,M+
(b+) can be generated by either
set of generators
{
Ei , Ky+
}
i∈I , y+∈M+
or
{
EΨi , Ky+
}
i∈I , y+∈M+
, while UˆΨq,M−(b−) =
UΨq,M−(b−) can be generated by either
{
Fi , Ky−
}
i∈I , y−∈M−
or
{
FΨi , Ky−
}
i∈I , y−∈M−
.
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An entirely similar remark applies if we use the EΨi ’s, Ky±’s and F
Ψ
i ’s altogether
as algebra generators of U Ψq,Γ(∗)(gD) for Γ(∗) := Γ(+) + Γ(−) with Γ(±) ⊇ Q
Ψ
(±) .
Of course we can repeat this analysis for quantum Borel subalgebras inside U Ψq,Γ (g)
— for suitable lattices Γ in QQ — and introduce “twisted” algebra generators for
them, that will also be, altogether, (twisted) algebra generators of U Ψq,Γ (g) itself.
Now, when we use the “twisted” generators, the above shows that the formulas
for the (twisted) coproduct, antipode and counit look exactly like those for the
generators of the untwisted Borel algebras. In other words, for these quantum
Borel algebras twisting the algebra generators (as above) we end up with untwisted
formulas for the coalgebra and antipodal structure. This remark applies to both
cases: twisted Borel subalgebras (and their generators) inside a double quantum
group U Ψq,Γ◦(gD) and embedded inside a (“single”) quantum group U
Ψ
q,Γ (g) .
In all these new presentations, the new (twisted) generators of our Borel algebras
(inside U Ψq,Γ◦(gD) and inside U
Ψ
q,Γ (g) ) enjoy new “twisted” relations. The strik-
ing fact is that in these presentations the “twisted” relations happen to present a
well precise form, commonly formalized via the notion of “multiparameter quantum
group”: we shall investigate this in detail in the forthcoming sections.
4. Multiparameter quantum groups
In this section we introduce the notion of multiparameter quantum group, or
MpQG. In all the section, F will be a field of characteristic zero, and F× := F \ {0} .
4.1. Defining multiparameter quantum groups (=MpQG’s).
We introduce now the multiparameter quantum group Uq(g) , orMpQG for short,
associated with a suitable matrix of parameters. We fix a multiparameter matrix
q :=
(
qij
)
i,j∈I
∈ Mn
(
F
)
of Cartan type and scalars qi ∈ F ( i∈ I ) as in §2.1.5, with
the additional assumption that qkii 6= 1 for k = 1, . . . , 1− aij , with i, j∈I , i 6=j .
Definition 4.1.1. (cf. [HPR]) We denote by Uq(gD) the unital associative algebra
over F with generators Ei , Fi , K
±1
i , L
±1
i (for all i ∈ I ) and relations
(a) K±1i L
±1
j = L
±1
j K
±1
i , K
±1
i K
∓1
i = 1 = L
±1
i L
∓1
i
(b) K±1i K
±1
j = K
±1
j K
±1
i , L
±1
i L
±1
j = L
±1
j L
±1
i
(c) KiEj K
−1
i = qij Ej , LiEj L
−1
i = q
−1
ji Ej
(d) Ki Fj K
−1
i = q
−1
ij Fj , Li Fj L
−1
i = qji Fj
(e) [Ei, Fj ] = δi,j qii
Ki − Li
qii − 1
(f)
1−aij∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
1− aij
k
)
qii
q
(k2)
ii q
k
ij E
1−aij−k
i Ej E
k
i = 0 ( i 6= j )
(g)
1−aij∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
1− aij
k
)
qii
q
(k2)
ii q
k
ij F
1−aij−k
i Fj F
k
i = 0 ( i 6= j )
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Moreover, Uq(gD) is a Hopf algebra with coproduct, counit and antipode deter-
mined for all i, j ∈ I by
∆(Ei) = Ei ⊗ 1 +Ki ⊗Ei , ǫ(Ei) = 0 , S(Ei) = −K
−1
i Ei
∆(Fi) = Fi ⊗ Li + 1⊗ Fi , ǫ(Fi) = 0 , S(Fi) = −FiLi
−1
∆
(
K±1i
)
= K±1i ⊗K
±1
i , ǫ
(
K±1i
)
= 1 , S
(
K±1i
)
= K∓1i
∆
(
L±1i
)
= L±1i ⊗ L
±1
i , ǫ
(
L±1i
)
= 1 , S
(
L±1i
)
= L∓1i
Finally, for later use we introduce also, for every λ =
∑
i∈I λi αi ∈ Q , the
notation Kλ :=
∏
i∈I K
λi
i and Lλ :=
∏
i∈I Li
λi . ♦
Remark 4.1.2. Assume that q ∈ F× is not a root of unity and fix the “ q–canonical”
multiparameter qˇ :=
(
qˇij = q
diaij
)
i,j∈I
like in (2.5) above. Then we can define the
corresponding MpQG as above, now denoted Uqˇ(gD) : the celebrated one-parameter
quantum group Uq(g) defined by Jimbo and Lusztig is (up to a minimal change of
generators in its presentation, which irrelevant for what follows) nothing but the
quotient of our Uqˇ(gD) by the (Hopf) ideal generated by
{
Li−K
−1
i
∣∣ i = 1, . . . , n} .
As a matter of fact, most constructions usually carried on for Uq(g) actually makes
sense and apply the same to Uqˇ(gD) as well.
We introduce then the so-called “quantum Borel / nilpotent / Cartan subalgebras”
of any MpQG, say Uq(gD) , as follows:
Definition 4.1.3. Given q :=
(
qij
)
i,j∈I
and Uq(gD) as in §4.1, we define U
0
q
:=
Uq(hD) , U
+,0
q
, U−,0
q
, U−
q
:= Uq(n−) , U
+
q
:= Uq(n+) , U
≤
q
:= Uq(b−) and
U≥
q
:= Uq(b+) to be the k–subalgebras of Uq(gD) respectively generated as
U 0
q
:=
〈
K±1i , L
±1
i
〉
i∈I
, U+,0
q
:=
〈
K±1i
〉
i∈I
, U−,0
q
:=
〈
L±1i
〉
i∈I
U−
q
:=
〈
Fi
〉
i∈I
, U≤
q
:=
〈
Fi , L
±1
i
〉
i∈I
, U≥
q
:=
〈
K±1i , Ei
〉
i∈I
, U+
q
:=
〈
Ei
〉
i∈I
We shall refer to U≤
q
and U≥
q
as to the positive and negative multiparameter
quantum Borel (sub)algebras, and U 0
q
, U+,0
q
and U−,0
q
as to the global, positive and
negative multiparameter Cartan (sub)algebras. ♦
Remarks 4.1.4.
(a) Let q =
(
qij
)
1≤i,j≤n
be a multiparameter matrix of Cartan type. Following
[He, Section 4], we define the following braided vector spaces:
(i) VE with F–basis {E1, . . . , En} and braiding given by
c(Ei ⊗Ej) := qij Ej ⊗Ei for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n ,
(ii) VF with F–basis {F1, . . . , Fn} and braiding given by
c(Fi ⊗ Fj) := qji Fj ⊗ Fi for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n .
Then we have the corresponding Nichols algebras — of diagonal type — B
(
VE
)
and B
(
VF
)
, as well as their bosonizations over the group Γ := Zn :
H
(
VE
)
:= B
(
VE
)
#F[Γ ] and H
(
VF
)
:= B
(
VF
)
#F[Γ ]
Directly from definitions, one has canonical identifications U−
q
∼= B
(
VF
)
and
U+
q
∼= B
(
VE
)
(as U±,0
q
–comodule algebras), and U≤
q
∼= H
(
VF
)
and U≥
q
∼= H
(
VE
)
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as Hopf algebras, U0
q
∼= F[Γ × Γ ] as Hopf algebras, etc. For more details on the
relation with Nichols algebras and bosonization see [An], [Gar], [He].
(b) It is also known, see for example [AA], that the multiparameter quantum
group Uq(gD) can be realized as a Drinfeld double of U
≤
q
∼= H
(
VF
)
and U≥
q
∼=
H
(
VE
)
using the Hopf pairing given in Proposition 4.1.5 below. Thus, in the end,
Uq(gD) is a Drinfeld double of bosonizations of Nichols algebras of diagonal type.
(c) It is clear from definitions that U0
q
= Uq(hD) has the set of monomials in the
K±1i ’s and the Li
±1’s as k–basis. It follows then that each triangular decompositions
of Uq(g) as above induces also a direct sum splitting
Uq(gD) = Uq(hD) ⊕
(
Uq(n−)
+ · Uq(hD) · Uq(n+) + Uq(n−) · Uq(hD) · Uq(n+)
+ )
where as usual T+ denotes the intersection of a subspace T in a Hopf algebra H
with the augmentation ideal of H itself.
From [He, Proposition 4.3] — see also [HPR, Theorem 20] and [AY, Proposition
2.4] — we recall the following:
Proposition 4.1.5. With the assumptions above, assume in addition that qii 6= 1
for all indices i ∈ I . Then there exists a unique, non-degenerate Hopf pairing
η : U≥
q
⊗
F
U≤,cop
q
−−→ F such that
η(Ki, Lj) = qij , η(Ei, Fj) = δi,j
− qii
qii − 1
, η(Ei, Lj) = 0 = η(Ki, Fj)
for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n . It enjoys the following property: for every E ∈ U+
q
, F ∈ U−
q
,
and every Laurent monomials K in the Ki’s and L in the Li’s, we have
η
(
EK,F L
)
= η(E , F ) η(K,L) 
4.2. Cocycle deformations of MpQG’s.
We want to perform on the Hopf algebras Uq(gD) a cocycle deformation process,
via special types of 2–cocycles, like in §2.3.1, following [AST], [DT] and [Mo].
Let us consider q :=
(
qij
)
i,j∈I
and Uq(gD) as in §4.1. As explained in §2.1.5, we
fix a special element qj
0
∈ F× , also denoted by q := qj
0
; for this choice of q , we
consider the canonical “one parameter” quantum group Uqˇ(gD) as in Remark 4.1.2.
Recall from Definition 4.1.1 the notation Kλ :=
∏
i∈I K
λi
i and Lλ :=
∏
i∈I Li
λi
for every λ =
∑
i∈I λiαi ∈ Q . Similarly, we shall also write
qµ ν :=
∏
i,j∈I
q
µiνj
ij , q
1/2
µν :=
∏
i,j∈I
(
q
1/2
ij
)µiνj
∀ µ =
∑
i∈I
µi αi , ν =
∑
j∈I
νj αj ∈ Q
Likewise, we define also qβ := qi for every root β ∈ Φ
+ such that (β, β) = (αi, αi) .
Definition 4.2.1. Let σ : Uqˇ(gD) ⊗ Uqˇ(gD) −−→ F be the unique F–linear map
given by
σ(x, y) :=
{
q
1/2
µ ν if x = Kµ or x = Lµ , y = Kν or y = Lν
0 otherwise
(by Remarks 4.1.4(c) above, applied to the special case q = qˇ , this is enough to
uniquely determine a map σ as requested).
The key result that we shall rely upon in the sequel is the following:
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Theorem 4.2.2. (cf. [HPR, Theorem 28.])
Assume q :=
(
qij
)
i,j∈I
and q are given as above. Then the map σ in Definition
4.2.1 is a normalized 2–cocycle of the Hopf algebra Uqˇ(gD) and there exists a Hopf
algebra isomorphism (with notation of §2.3.1)
Uq(gD)
∼=
(
Uqˇ(gD)
)
σ
A similar result holds true for quantum Borel (sub)algebras as well. 
As a last result in this section, we show that the 2–cocycle deformation in Theorem
4.2.2 can be also realized as a cocycle deformation in the sense of §2.3.1 as well.
Let Γ := Z2n be the free Abelian group generated by the elements Ki and Li
for all i ∈ I , and VE , VF be the F–vector spaces generated by the elements Ei
and Fi respectively for all i ∈ I , as in Remark 4.1.4 (a). Then, by [Gar], we know
that Uqˇ(gD) is a quotient of a bosonization T
(
VE⊕VF
)
#FΓ by the two-sided ideal
generated by the relations (e), (f) and (g) in Definition 4.1.1. As it is well known,
we have a (Q×Q)–grading on T
(
VE ⊕ VF
)
# kΓ given by
deg(Ki) = (αi, αi) = deg
(
Li
)
, deg(Ei) = (1, αi) , deg(Fi) = (αi, 1),
for all i ∈ I . This grading coincides with the grading induced by the coaction
on the Yetter-Drinfeld modules VE and VF such that deg(Ki) = deg(Li) . Since
the defining relations are homogeneous with respect to this grading, we have also a
(Q×Q)–grading on Uqˇ(gD) .
Consider now the group 2–cocycle ϕ ∈ Z2(Γ,F) given by ϕ := σ
∣∣
Γ×Γ
, that is
ϕ(h, k) := q1/2µν if h = Kµ or h = Lµ , k = Kν or k = Lν
and let ϕ˜ be the 2–cocycle defined on T (V ⊕W )#FΓ as in §2.3.1. Since the group
Γ is Abelian and Ei ·
ϕ˜
Fj = Ei Fj for all i, j ∈ I , we have that
Ei ·
ϕ˜
Fj − Fj ·
ϕ˜
Ei = [Ei , Fj ]
and consequently ϕ˜ defines a Hopf 2–cocycle on Uqˇ(gD) . Since
σ(x, y) = 0 = ǫ(x) ǫ(y) if x, y /∈ Γ
it follows that σ = ϕ˜ . Using the results in §2.3.1, we conclude as follows:
Proposition 4.2.3. There exists a Hopf algebra identification(
Uqˇ(gD)
)
σ
=
(
Uqˇ(gD)
)(ϕ˜)
hence, by Theorem 4.2.2, a Hopf algebra isomorphism Uq(gD)
∼=
(
Uqˇ(gD)
)(ϕ˜)
.
A similar result holds true for quantum Borel (sub)algebras as well. 
4.3. Multiparameter quantum groups with larger torus.
The MpQG’s Uq(gD) that we considered so far have a toral part (i.e., the sub-
algebra U0
q
generated by the K±1i ’s and the L
±1
j ’s) that is nothing but the group
algebra of double copy of the root lattice Q of g , much like in the one-parameter
case (but for the duplication of Q , say). Now, in that (uniparameter) case, one
also considers MpQG’s with a larger toral part, namely the group algebra of any
intermediate lattice between Q and P ; similarly, we can introduce MpQG’s whose
toral part is the group algebra of any lattice Γℓ × Γr with Q ⊆ Γℓ and Q ⊆ Γr .
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4.3.1. Larger tori for MpQG’s. The definition of the “toral parts” of our MpQG’s
Uq(gD) — cf. Definition 4.1.3 — is actually independent of the multiparameter q .
We will use this fact to define “larger toral MpQG’s” as toral parts of some larger
MpQG’s, as we did in §3.3.4. This requires some compatibility constraints on q ; for
later use, we fix now some more preliminary facts.
Let Γ be any sublattice of QQ of rank n with Q ≤ Γ . For any basis
{
γ1, . . . γn
}
of Γ , let C :=
(
cij
)j=1,...,n;
i=1,...,n;
∈ Zn×n be the matrix that describes the change of basis,
so that αi =
∑n
j=1 cij γj for every i ∈ I = {1, . . . , n} . Write c :=
∣∣det(C)∣∣ ∈ N+
and C−1 =
(
c′ij
)j=1,...,n;
i=1,...,n;
for the inverse matrix to C . In particular, we have that
c′′ij := c · c
′
ij belongs to Z , for all i, j ∈ I .
For any such Γ , let U+,0
q ,Γ = FΓ be the group algebra with generators K
±1
γi
(for
i ∈ I ). If we set Kαi :=
∏
j∈I K
cij
γj for all i ∈ I , then the F–subalgebra of U
+,0
q ,Γ
generated by the K±1αi ’s is an isomorphic copy of U
+,0
q ,Q . In the obvious symmetric
way we define also the “negative counterpart” U−,0
q ,Γ generated by the L
±1
γi
’s.
Finally, given any two sublattices Γ± of rank n in QQ containing Q , letting
Γ• := Γ+ × Γ− we define U
0
q ,Γ• := U
+,0
q ,Γ+
⊗
F
U−,0
q ,Γ−
; in this case, the basis elements
for Γ± will be denoted by γ
±
i ( i ∈ I ).
4.3.2. MpQG’s with larger tori. Let Γ+ and Γ− be any two lattices in QQ such
that Q ≤ Γ± ; then set Γ• := Γ+ × Γ− . For these lattices Γ± , we have matrices of
integers C± =
(
c±ij
)
i,j∈I
and C −1± =
(
c±,′ij
)
i,j∈I
, and also c± :=
∣∣det(C±)∣∣ .
For the rest of this subsection, we assume that for every i, j ∈ I , the field F con-
tains a c±–th root of qij , hereafter denoted by q
1/c±
ij , and that the multiparameter
q 1/c± :=
(
q
1/c±
ij
)
i,j∈I
is of Cartan type.
The natural (adjoint) action of U0
q
onto Uq extends (uniquely) to a U
0
q ,Γ•–action
· : U0
q ,Γ• × Uq −→ Uq , given by
Kγ+i
· Ej = q
Γ+
ij Ej , Lγ−i
· Ej =
(
q
Γ−
ji
)−1
Ej
Kγ+i
· Fj =
(
q
Γ+
ij
)−1
Fj , Lγ−i
· Fj = q
Γ−
ji Fj
Kγ+i · Kαj = Kαj , Lγ
−
i
· Kαj = Kαj
— where q Γ+rs :=
∏
k∈I
(
q
1/c+
ks
)c+,′′rk
and q Γ−ae :=
∏
k∈I
(
q
1/c−
ak
)c−,′′ek
— that makes Uq
into a U0
q ,Γ•–module algebra. This allows us to consider the smash product Hopf
algebra U0
q ,Γ• ⋉ Uq ; its product is given by the formula (3.13). As U
0
q ,Γ• is a right
U0
q
–module Hopf algebra with respect to the adjoint action, one may consider the
vector space U0
q ,Γ• ⊗
U0
q
Uq . Moreover, the smash product U
0
q ,Γ• ⋉ Uq maps onto a
Hopf algebra structure on it, which hereafter we denote by U0
q ,Γ•
⋉
U0
q
Uq — see, e.g.,
[Len, Theorem 2.8]. We define then
Uq ,Γ•(gD) ≡ Uq ,Γ• := U
0
q ,Γ• ⋉
U0
q
Uq = U
0
q ,Γ• ⋉
U0
q
Uq(gD) (4.1)
Since the coalgebra structure is the one given by the tensor product, to give a
presentation by generators and relations like that for Uq(gD) , one has to describe
only the algebra structure. For this, one has to replace the generators K±1i = K±αi
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and L±1i = L±αi with the generators K
±1
i = K±γ+i and L
±1
i = L±γ−i ; replace
relations (c) and (d) of Definition 4.1.1 with the following, generalized relations:
(
c′
)
Kγ+i Ej K
−1
γ+i
= q
Γ+
ij Ej , Lγ−i Ej L
−1
γ−i
=
(
q
Γ−
ji
)−1
Ej(
d′
)
Kγ+i Fj K
−1
γ+i
=
(
q
Γ+
ij
)−1
Fj , Lγ−i Fj L
−1
γ−i
= q
Γ−
ji Fj
finally, in relation (e) replace the elements Ki and Li by Kαi and Lαi , respectively,
and leave the quantum Serre relations (f) and (g) unchanged.
With much the same approach, one defines also the “(multiparameter) quantum
subgroups” of Uq ,Γ•(gD) akin to those of Uq(gD) (cf. Definition 4.1.3), that we denote
by adding a subscript Γ• , namely U
+
q ,Γ•
, U−
q ,Γ•
, U≥
q ,Γ•
, U≤
q ,Γ•
, U+,0
q ,Γ•
and U−,0
q ,Γ•
.
4.3.3. Duality among MpQG’s with larger tori. Let again Γ± be two lattices
of rank n in QQ containing Q , and set Γ• := Γ+×Γ− . We repeat our assumptions
(cf. §4.3.2). We fix bases
{
γ±s
}
s∈I
of Γ± , the matrices C± =
(
c±ij
)
i,j∈I
, C −1± =(
c±,′ij
)
i,j∈I
, and write c± :=
∣∣det(C±)∣∣ and c±,′′ij := c± · c±,′ij ( i, j ∈ I ). In addition,
we assume that F contain a (c+ c−)–th root of qij , say q
1/(c+ c−)
ij , and that overall
the multiparameter q 1/(c+c−) :=
(
q
1/(c+ c−)
ij
)
i,j∈I
be of Cartan type.
It is straightforward to check that the Hopf pairing η : U≥
q
⊗
F
U≤,cop
q
−−−→ F
in Proposition 4.1.5 — cf. Remarks 4.1.4(a) too — actually extends to a similar
pairing U≥
q ,Γ+
⊗
F
U≤,cop
q ,Γ−
−−−→ F given for all i, j ∈ I by
η(Ei ⊗Lγ−) = 0 η(Kγ+⊗ Fj) = 0
η(Ei ⊗ Fj) = −δij
qii
qii−1
η(Kγ+i ⊗ Lγ
−
j
) =
∏
h,k∈I
(
q
1/(c+ c−)
hk
)c+,′′ih c−,′′jk
In particular, we stress that this η : U≥
q ,Γ+
⊗
F
U≤,cop
q ,Γ−
−−−→ F , as well as its restric-
tions U+
q ,Γ+
⊗
F
U−,cop
q ,Γ−
−−−→ F and U0
q ,Γ+
⊗
F
U0,cop
q ,Γ−
−−−→ F , is still non-degenerate.
One easily sees that, using such a Hopf pairing η between (suitably chosen) quan-
tum Borel subgroups U ≥
q ,Γ+
and U ≤,cop
q ,Γ−
, every MpQG with larger torus Uq ,Γ•(gD)
can be realized as a Drinfeld double (of those quantum Borel subgroups), thus gener-
alizing what happens for MpQG’s with “standard” torus — see Remarks 4.1.4(b).
Remark 4.3.4. Let Γ± be two lattices of rank n in QQ containing Q , and set
Γ• := Γ+ × Γ− . In addition, assume that F contain a (c1 c2)–th root of qij
with ci ∈ {c+, c−} , say q
1/(c1 c2)
ij , and that overall the multiparameter q
1/(c1c2 ) :=(
q
1/(c1 c2)
ij
)
i,j∈I
be of Cartan type. Pick the standard MpQG Uqˇ,Γ•(gD) with larger
torus Γ• and canonical multiparameter qˇ . Let σ : Uqˇ,Γ•(gD)⊗Uqˇ,Γ•(gD) −−→ F be
the unique F–linear induced by the multiplicative extension of the map on the torus
given in Definition 4.2.1. Explicitly, if γ+ =
∑n
i=1 gi γ
+
i , µ
+ =
∑n
i=1mi γ
+
i ∈ Γ
+
with gi , mi ∈ Z and κ
− =
∑n
j=1 kj γ
−
j , η
− =
∑n
j=1 nj γ
−
j ∈ Γ
− with kj , nj ∈ Z ,
we write Kγ+ :=
∏n
i=1K
gi
γ+i
, Kµ+ :=
∏n
i=1K
mi
γ+i
∈ U+,0
q ,Γ+
and Lκ− :=
∏n
j=1L
kj
γ−j
,
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Lη− :=
∏n
j=1 L
nj
γ−j
∈ U−,0
q ,Γ−
. Then, the F–linear map σ is defined by
σ(x, y) :=

∏
r,s(q
1/(c+c+)
r,s )
gic
+,′′
ir mjc
+,′′
js if x = Kγ+ , y = Kµ+∏
r,s(q
1/(c+c−)
r,s )
gic
+,′′
ir kjc
−,′′
js if x = Kγ+ , y = Lκ−∏
r,s(q
1/(c+c−)
r,s )
kic
−,′′
ir gjc
+,′′
js if x = Lκ− , y = Kγ+∏
r,s(q
1/(c−c−)
r,s )
kic
−,′′
ir njc
−,′′
js if x = Lκ− , y = Lη−
0 otherwise
A direct computation shows that the map σ defined above is a normalized 2–
cocycle of the Hopf algebra Uqˇ,Γ•(gD) and there exists a Hopf algebra isomorphism
Uq ,Γ•(gD)
∼=
(
Uqˇ,Γ•(gD)
)
σ
5. Twisted quantum groups vs. multiparameter quantum groups
In this section we show that (polynomial) twisted quantum groups — of the
type we considered in §3.4 — are actually (isomorphic to) multiparameter quantum
groups — for multiparameters in a special, yet quite general, subclass of integral
type. Conversely, any MpQG for such a multiparameter is (isomorphic to) a TwQG
for a single, specific twist element. In short (and up to sticking to twists of type
(3.5) or (3.6) and to multiparameters of integral type),
every TwQG is (isomorphic to) a MpQG, and viceversa.
In all this section, we fix as ground field F := kq
(
= lim
←−−
m∈N
k
(
q1/m
))
, with k being
a field of characteristic zero and q an indeterminate. As before, by qr for any r ∈ Q
we always mean qr = qa/d :=
(
q1/d
)a
if r = a/d with a ∈ Z and d ∈ N+ .
5.1. Twists vs. “rational” multiparameters.
We introduce now a special subclass of integral multiparameters (cf. §2.1.5) in
F := kq ; then we link them with twist elements (as in (3.5) or (3.6) alike).
5.1.1. q–rational multiparameters. We fix now some more notation.
First of all, we remark that for any matrix C ∈ Mn(Q) it is uniquely defined
dC := min
{
d ∈ N
∣∣ dC ∈ Mn(Z)} . Second, for any given R ∈ Mn(Q) we adopt
notation qR :=
(
qrij
)
i,j∈I
. We say that a multiparameter q :=
(
qij
)
i,j∈I
in F := kq
is of q–rational type R :=
(
rij
)
i,j∈I
if R ∈ Mn(Q) and q is of Cartan type with
q = qR , i.e. qij = q
rij for all i, j ∈ I . In other words, writing rij = bij
/
dR for some
bij ∈ Z ( i, j ∈ I ), we have that q :=
(
qij
)
i,j∈I
is of q–rational type R :=
(
rij
)
i,j∈I
if and only if it is of integral type
(
q1/dR , B :=
(
bij
)
i,j∈I
)
.
In the sequel, we call q–MpQ the set of all multiparameters of q–rational type (or
simply “q–rational multiparameters”) — for any possible R :=
(
rij
)
i,j∈I
— in kq .
5.1.2. The links {twists}⇆ {multiparameters} ⇆ {2-cocycles} . We begin
defining two maps from Mn(Q) to itself given by
Ψ 7→ ϑ(Ψ) := d−1Ψ DA+ A
T
(
ΨT−Ψ
)
A (5.1)
and
R 7→ ξ(R) := 2−1A−T
(
d−1R DA−R
)
A−1 (5.2)
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A moment’s check shows that the following hold:
(a) Im(ϑ) =
{
R ∈Mn(Q)
∣∣R +RT = d−1R 2DA} =: o2DA(Q)
(b) Im(ξ) =
{
Ψ ∈ Mn(Q)
∣∣Ψ+ΨT = 0} =: son(Q)
(c) ξ ◦ ϑ = idson(Q) , ϑ ◦ ξ = ido2DA(Q)
As a consequence, ϑ′ := ϑ
∣∣
son(Q)
and ξ′ := ξ
∣∣
o
2DA
(Q)
yield mutually inverse bi-
jections son(Q)
ϑ′
−֒−։ o
2DA
(Q) and son(Q)
ξ′
և−−֓ o
2DA
(Q) . Note also that,
being defined over antisymmetric matrices, ϑ′ is described by the following modified
version of (5.1):
Ψ 7→ ϑ′(Ψ) := d−1Ψ DA+ A
T
(
ΨT−Ψ
)
A =
(
d−1Ψ D − 2A
TΨ
)
A (5.3)
In addition, there exists also a natural bijection o
2DA
(Q)
χ
−֒−−։ q–MpQ given
by R 7→ χ(R) := qR . Using it, we can define the maps
son(Q)
χ◦ϑ′
−֒−−−։ q–MpQ , Ψ 7→ qΨ := q
ϑ′(Ψ) (5.4)
and
q–MpQ
ξ′◦χ−1
−֒−−−։ son(Q) , q = q
R 7→ Ψq := ξ
′(R) (5.5)
that are inverse to each other, hence are bijections.
As a matter of notation, in the following when Ψ ∈ son(Q) and q ∈ q–MpQ are
such that q =
(
χ ◦ ϑ′
)
(Ψ) and Ψ =
(
ξ′ ◦ χ−1
)
(q) we shall write in short Ψ! q .
Finally, by Definition 4.2.1, every multiparameter q ∈ q–MpQ uniquely defines
a corresponding 2–cocycle σ = σq on Uqˇ(gD) : this yields a map q 7→ σq which
is injective, hence q–MpQ is in bijection with the subset Ẑ
2
Q of all σq’s inside the
set Z2
(
Uqˇ(gD),F
)
of all 2–cocycles. Composing this bijection with the bijection
Ψ! q we eventually get a third bijection between son(Q) — encoding “rational
twists” — and Ẑ 2Q — encoding “rational 2–cocycles”. We shall shortly denote this
bijection by Ψ! σ : explicitly, it is described by
son(Q) −֒−−։ Ẑ
2
Q , Ψ 7→ σ with σ
(
Kαi , Kαj
)
:= q−(DA+A
TΨA)ij (5.6)
On the other hand, we shall also consider yet another bijection, namely
son(Q) −֒−−−։ Z˜
2
Q , Ψ 7→ σ , with σ
(
Kαi , Kαj
)
:= q−(A
TΨA)ij (5.7)
where Z˜ 2Q is nothing but the subset of all 2–cocycles in Z
2
(
Uqˇ(gD),F
)
of the form
given in (5.7); the inverse of this map is clearly given by
Z˜ 2Q −֒−−։ son(Q) , σ 7→ Ψσ := −A
−TSσ A
−1 (5.8)
where Sσ :=
(
sij
)
i,j∈I
is uniquely defined by σ
(
Kαi , Kαj
)
:= qsij .
In the sequel, we shall denote this last bijective correspondence by Ψ←→ σ .
5.2. TwQG’s vs. MpQG’s: duality.
Roughly speaking — that is, up to technicalities such as dealing with finite-
dimensional objects, or dealing with Hopf algebras in categories with a well-behaving
notion of “dual Hopf algebra”, etc. — the two notions of “twist element” and of “2-
cocycle” are, by their very definitions, dual to each other (in Hopf-theoretical sense).
As a consequence the two procedures of “twist deformation” and of “deformation
by 2–cocycle” are dual to each other as well: namely, if we consider Hopf algebras
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H and K in duality (i.e., paired by a non-degenerate Hopf pairing) when we apply
on either side a twist deformation, say via Ψ, then the other side inherits a unique
2–cocycle deformation, say by σ, such that the pairing is still a Hopf one — and
viceversa, reversing the roles of Ψ and σ.
Beyond this, we can prove the following: when the Hopf algebras H and K are
opposite (polynomial) quantum Borel subgroups in duality, the link between Ψ and
σ is ruled precisely by the bijection Ψ←→ σ . In short, we can claim that
TwQG’s and MpQG’s of (opposite) Borel type are dual to each other
and in this duality the correspondence twists ⇄ 2–cocycles is given by the bi-
jection Ψ←→ σ . The precise statement is the following:
Theorem 5.2.1. Let Uq,Γ±(b±) be opposite Borel quantum subgroups in duality via
the non-degenerate Hopf pairing η : Uq,Γ+(b+)⊗
kq
Uq,Γ−(b−)
cop −−−→ kq as in
§3.3.4. Given Ψ ∈ son(Q), let Γ
′
± := (id+ψ+)(Γ±) − ψ−(Γ∓) + Q± . For ev-
ery σ ∈ Z2(Uq,Γ ′−(b−), kq) , consider the corresponding deformations U
Ψ
q,Γ ′+
(b+) and(
Uq,Γ ′−(b−)
)
σ
. Then the extended linear map η : UΨq,Γ ′+
(b+)⊗
kq
(
Uq,Γ ′−(b−)
)cop
σ
−−→ kq
given in §3.3.4 (see also §4.3.3) with respect to Γ• = Γ
′
+ × Γ
′
− is again a Hopf
pairing with respect to the new, deformed Hopf structures if and only if Ψ←→ σ .
In other words, the deformed coproduct ∆(Ψ) on Uq,Γ ′+(b+) and the deformed product
·σ on Uq,Γ ′−(b−) are dual to each other (via η) if and only if Ψ←→ σ .
A symmetric, parallel result holds true when switching the roles of Ψ and σ from
left to right and viceversa.
Proof. This is a sheer matter of computation. Indeed, let us consider for instance
the element ∆(Ψ)(Ej) : by construction, if we consider the standard Q–grading on
Uq,Γ ′−(b−) then for Y ∈ Uq,Γ ′−(b−)
×2 we see that η
(
Ej , Y
)
6= 0 can only occur with
elements which actually belong to the kq–span of elements of the form Kγ− ·σ Fj or
Fj ·σ Kγ− with γ− ∈ Γ
′
− ; in fact, to simplify the notation we can assume γ− = α
−
i .
Now write ∆(Ψ)(Ej) = (Ej)
Ψ
(1) ⊗ (Ej)
Ψ
(2) = Ej ⊗ K+ψ−(α−j )
+ K+(id+ψ+)(α+j )
⊗ Ej .
Then, a direct computation gives(
η ⊗ η
)(
∆(Ψ)(Ej), Kα−i
⊗ Fj
)
= η
(
(Ej)
Ψ
(1), Kα−i
)
η
(
(Ej)
Ψ
(2), Fj
)
=
= η
(
Ej , Kα−i
)
η
(
K+ψ−(α−j ), Fj
)
+ η
(
K+(id+ψ+)(α+j ), Kα
−
i
)
η
(
Ej , Fj
)
=
= η
(
K+(id+ψ+)(α+j )
, Kα−i
)
η
(
Ej , Fj
)
= q−((id+ψ+)(α
+
j ) , α
−
i ) η
(
Ej , Fj
)
On the other hand, for the deformed product ·σ in
(
Uq,Γ ′−(b−)
)
σ
we have
Kα−i
·σ Fj = σ
(
(Kα−i
)
(1)
, (Fj)(1)
)
Kα−i (2)
(Fj)(2) σ
−1
(
(Kα−i
)
(3)
, (Fj)(3)
)
=
= σ
(
Kα−i
, (Fj)(1)
)
σ−1
(
Kα−i
, (Fj)(3)
)
Kα−i
(Fj)(2) = σ
−1
(
Kα−i
, K−1
α+j
)
Kα−i
Fj
so that
η
(
Ej , Kα−i ·σ Fj
)
= σ−1
(
Kα−i , K
−1
α+j
)
η
(
Ej , Kα−i Fj
)
=
= σ−1
(
Kα−i , K
−1
α+j
)
η
(
Kα+j , Kα
−
i
)
η
(
Ej , Fj
)
=
= q−diaij σ
(
Kα−i
, Kα+j
)
η
(
Ej , Fj
)
Comparing with the above, this means that we have(
η ⊗ η
)(
∆(Ψ)(Ej), Kα−i ⊗ Fj
)
= η
(
Ej , Kα−i ·σ Fj
)
(5.9)
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if and only if
σ
(
Kα−i , Kα
+
j
)
= q diaij−((id+ψ+)(α
+
j ) , α
−
i ) = q−(A
TΨA)ij (5.10)
and the last condition means that Ψ←→ σ . Similar computations show that
η
(
∆(Ψ)(Ej) , Fj ⊗Kα−i
)
= η
(
Ej , Fj ·σ Kα−i
)
(5.11)
if and only if (5.10) holds, again, that is if and only if Ψ←→ σ .
Furthermore, notice that ∆(Ψ)
(
Kγ+
)
= ∆
(
Kγ+
)
and Kγ′− ·σ Kγ′′− = Kγ′− Kγ′′− for
all γ′±, γ
′′
± ∈ Γ± , so that we automatically have
η
(
∆(Ψ)
(
Kγ+
)
, Kγ′− ⊗Kγ′′−
)
= η
(
Kγ+ , Kγ′− ·σ Kγ′′−
)
(5.12)
Now, conditions (5.9), (5.11) and (5.12) altogether are the conditions for ∆(Ψ) and
·σ to be dual to each other via η — so that the pairing η itself be a Hopf pairing
w.r.t. the new, deformed structures. The above proves that the sole necessary and
sufficient condition for all this is (5.10), i.e. that Ψ←→ σ , as claimed.
The same argument proves also the last part of the claim, when the roles of Ψ
and σ are interchanged. 
5.3. TwQG’s vs. MpQG’s: correspondence.
We shall presently prove the following striking fact: the classes of TwQG’s and
of MpQG’s associated with “rational” data actually coincide. More precisely, if we
consider a (rational) antisymmetric twist Ψ and a q–rational multiparameter q such
that Ψ! q , then any TwQG (over b± , g or gD ) with twist Ψ and any MpQG
(over b± , g or gD , respectively) with multiparameter q are isomorphic to each other.
In other words, as each MpQG is a 2–cocycle deformation of the canonical quan-
tum group, we may rephrase such a result as follows: every deformation by a (ratio-
nal) twist of a canonical quantum group is a deformation by a (rational) 2–cocycle,
and viceversa, with the twist ⇄ 2–cocycle correspondence ruled by Ψ! σ .
The precise statement of our main result — formulated here for “double” quantum
groups — reads as follows:
Theorem 5.3.1. Let Ψ ∈ son(Q) and q ∈ q–MpQ be such that Ψ ! q . Let
M± be any lattice in QQ containing Q , with
{
µ±i
}
i∈I
any Z–basis of it, let MΨ±
be the sublattice of QQ×2 with Z–basis
{
̟±i := µ
±
i + ψ±
(
µ±i
)
− ψ∓
(
µ∓i
)}
i∈I
and
consider in QQ×2 also the lattices M• := M+ ×M− and M
Ψ
∗ := M
Ψ
+ +M
Ψ
− .
Let Uq ,M•
(
g
D
)
be the MpQG associated with the lattice M• (inside QQ
×2), and
UˆΨq ,M Ψ∗
(
g
D
)
be the TwQG associated with MΨ∗ (cf. §3.4.7). Then there exists a Hopf
algebra isomorphism Uq ,M•
(
g
D
)
∼= UˆΨq ,MΨ∗
(
g
D
)
given (for i∈I) by
Ei 7→ qiE
Ψ
i := qiK−ψ−(α−i )Ei , Kµ
+
i
7→ K+(µ+i +ψ+(µ
+
i )−ψ−(µ
−
i ))
= K+̟+i
Lµ−i 7→ K−(µ
−
i +ψ−(µ
−
i )−ψ+(µ
+
i ))
= K−̟−i , Fi 7→ F
Ψ
i := K+ψ+(α+i ) Fi
In other words, letting σ = σq be the (rational) 2–cocycle corresponding to q so that
Ψ! σ (as in §5.1.2), we have a Hopf algebra isomorphism(
Uqˇ ,M•
(
g
D
))
σ
∼= UˆΨq ,MΨ∗
(
g
D
)
given by the same formulas as above.
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Proof. Define an algebra map Φ : Uq ,M•
(
g
D
)
−−→ UˆΨq ,MΨ∗
(
g
D
)
on the generators
of Uq ,M•
(
g
D
)
as above. We only have to prove that such a Φ is well–defined, for
then it is clearly surjective. Actually, Φ is well-defined indeed, since the defining
relations of Uq ,M•
(
g
D
)
— see Definition 4.1.1 and §4.3.2 — are all mapped to zero:
this is the outcome of straightforward calculations, so we provide only some of them
as guidelines.
It is clear that Φ “respects” the commutation relations (a) and (b) in Definition
4.1.1, so now we go for the other ones. As in §3.4.8, write
KΨi,+ := K(id+ψ+)(α+i )−ψ−(α
−
i )
= Kα+i + ζ
+
i,+− ζ
−
i,−
and
KΨi,− := K−(id+ψ−)(α−i )+ψ+(α
+
i )
= K−α−i − ζ
−
i,−+ ζ
+
i,+
Recall that, through the correspondence Ψ! q , we have
qij = q
ϑ′(Ψ)ij = q (αi+ψ+(αi)−ψ−(αi) , αj) ∀ i, j ∈ I .
Now, by definition we have K±1
+̟+i
K±1
−̟−j
= K±1
−̟−j
K±1
+̟+i
for all i, j ∈ I . Moreover,
Φ
(
KiEjK
−1
i
)
= qj
(
KΨi,+
)
EΨj
(
KΨi,+
)−1
=
= qj Kα+i +ψ+(α
+
i )−ψ−(α
−
i )
K−ψ−(α−j )
EjK
−1
α+i +ψ+(α
+
i )−ψ−(α
−
i )
=
= qj q
(αi+ψ+(αi)−ψ−(αi) , αj)K−ψ−(α−j )
Ej = q
ϑ′(Ψ)ij EΨj = qijE
Ψ
j = qij Φ(Ej)
Φ
(
LiEjL
−1
i
)
= qj
(
KΨi,−
)
EΨj
(
KΨi,−
)−1
=
= qj K−α−i −ψ−(α
−
i )+ψ+(α
+
i )
K−ψ−(α−j )EjK
−1
−α−i −ψ−(α
−
i )+ψ+(α
+
i )
=
= qj q
(−αi−ψ−(αi)+ψ+(αi) , αj)K−ψ−(α−j )Ej
⊛
=
⊛
= qj q
−(αj+ψ+(αj)−ψ−(αj) , αi)K−ψ−(α−j )Ej =
= q−ϑ
′(Ψ)jiEΨj = q
−1
ji E
Ψ
j = q
−1
ji Φ(Ej)
where the equality
⊛
= follows from Lemma 2.1.3. This proves that Φ “respects” the
commutation relations (c) in Definition 4.1.1; similar computations prove the same
for relations (d) as well. To check the relations (e), we first observe that(
ψ+(αj), αi
)
=
∑
k,ℓψk,ℓaℓ,jak,i =
(
αj , ψ−(αi)
)
for all i, j ∈ I .
Then, for all i, j ∈ I we have[
Φ(Ei),Φ(Fj)
]
= qi
[
EΨi , F
Ψ
j
]
= qi
[
K−ψ−(α−i )Ei, K+ψ+(α
+
j )
Fj
]
= qi
(
K−ψ−(α−i )
EiK+ψ+(α+j )
Fj −K+ψ+(α+j )
Fj K−ψ−(α−i )
Ei
)
= qiK−ψ−(α−i )K+ψ+(α
+
j )
(
q−(αi,ψ+(αj))Ei Fj − q
−(αj ,ψ−(αi))Fj Ei
)
= qi q
−(αi,ψ+(αj))K−ψ−(α−i )
K+ψ+(α+j )
δij
K+1
α+i
−K−1
α−i
q+1i − q
−1
i
= δij qi q
−(ATΨA)ii
Kα+i +ψ+(α
+
i )−ψ−(α
−
i )
−K−α−i +ψ+(α
+
i )−ψ−(α
−
i )
q+1i − q
−1
i
= δij q
2
i
KΨi,+ −K
Ψ
i,−
q2i − 1
= Φ
(
[Ei, Fj]
)
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Finally, for the quantum Serre relations (f) and (g), we use that for all m ∈ N we
have formal identities involving q–numbers and q
1
2–numbers, namely
(m)q =
qm − 1
q − 1
= q
m−1
2
q
m
2 − q−
m
2
q
1
2 − q−
1
2
= q
m−1
2 [m]
q
1
2
,
(
m
k
)
q
= q
−k2+km
2
[
m
k
]
q
1
2
and the identities
(
(ψ+ − ψ−)(αi), αj
)
= −
(
αi , (ψ+ − ψ−)(αj)
)
,
(
ψ+(αi), αj
)
=(
αi , ψ−(αj)
)
and
(
ψ−(αi), αi
)
= 0 for all i, j ∈ I .
It is not hard to see that Φ is also a Hopf algebra map too: for example, we have
∆(Ψ)
(
Φ(Ei)
)
= qi∆
(Ψ)
(
EΨi
)
= qi∆
(Ψ)
(
K−ψ−(α−i )
Ei
)
= qi∆
(Ψ)
(
K−ψ−(α−i )
)
∆(Ψ)(Ei)
= qiK−ψ−(α−i )Ei ⊗ 1 +Kα
+
i +ψ+(α
+
i )−ψ−(α
−
i )
⊗ qiK−ψ−(α−i )Ei =
= qiE
Ψ
i ⊗ 1 + K
Ψ
i,+ ⊗ qiE
Ψ
i = (Φ⊗ Φ)
(
∆(Ei)
)
and ǫ(Ψ)
(
Φ(Ei)
)
= qi ǫ
(Ψ)
(
EΨi
)
= ǫ
(
qiK−ψ−(α−i )Ei
)
= 0 = ǫ(Ei) for all 1≤ i≤n .
Now define an algebra map Φ′ : UˆΨq ,MΨ∗
(
g
D
)
−−−→ Uq ,M•
(
g
D
)
by Φ′
(
EΨi
)
:=
q−1i Ei , Φ
′
(
FΨi
)
:= Fi , Φ
′
((
K+̟+i
)±1)
:= K±1
µ+i
and Φ′
((
K−̟−i
)±1)
:= L±1
µ−i
, for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n . By means of calculations quite similar to the previous ones, one proves
that such a Φ′ is well-defined, and definitions clearly yield Φ′ ◦Φ = idUq ,M•(gD) and
Φ ◦Φ′ = idUˆΨ
q ,MΨ∗
(g
D
) . So in the end Uˆ
Ψ
q ,MΨ∗
(
g
D
)
∼= Uq ,M•
(
g
D
)
as Hopf algebras. 
Similar arguments as those used in the proof above lead to a simpler version of
Theorem 5.3.1 for Borel MpQG’s and Borel TwQG’s:
Proposition 5.3.2. Let Ψ ∈ son(Q) and q ∈ q–MpQ be such that Ψ! q . Let
M be any lattice in QQ containing Q , with
{
µi
}
i∈I
any Z–basis of it, and let M (Ψ)±
be the sublattice of QQ×QQ with Z–basis
{
̟±i := µ
±
i + ψ±
(
µ±i
)
− ψ∓
(
µ∓i
)}
i∈I
.
Let Uq ,M(b±) be the (positive/negative) Borel MpQG associated with M , and
Uˆ
q ,M
(Ψ)
±
Ψ (b±) be the (positive/negative) Borel TwQG associated withM
(Ψ)
± (cf. §3.4.8).
Then there exist Hopf algebra isomorphisms
Uq ,M(b+) ∼= Uˆq ,M (Ψ)+
Ψ (b+) , Uq ,M(b−) ∼= Uˆq ,M (Ψ)−
Ψ (b−)
respectively given by
Ei 7→ E
Ψ
i := K−ψ−(α−i )Ei , Kµi 7→ K
Ψ
+µi
:= K+(µ+i +ψ+(µ
+
i )−ψ−(µ
−
i ))
= K+̟+i
Lµi 7→ K
Ψ
−µi
:= K−(µ−i +ψ−(µ
−
i )−ψ+(µ
+
i ))
= K−̟−i , Fi 7→ F
Ψ
i := K+ψ+(α+i ) Fi
In other words, letting σ = σq be the (rational) 2–cocycle corresponding to q as in
§5.1.2, so that Ψ! σ , we have Hopf algebra isomorphisms(
Uq ,M(b+)
)
σ
∼= Uˆ
q ,M
(Ψ)
+
Ψ (b+) ,
(
Uq ,M(b−)
)
σ
∼= Uˆ
q ,M
(Ψ)
−
Ψ (b−)
given by the same formulas as above. In particular, when M ⊇ Q± + ψ±(Q±) +
ψ∓(Q∓) we have Uˆ
Ψ
q ,M
(Ψ)
±
(b±) = U
Ψ
q ,M(b±) , hence the isomorphisms above read(
Uq ,M(b±)
)
σ
∼= Uq ,M(b±) ∼= U
Ψ
q ,M(b±)
A similar claim holds true as well for twisted quantum Borel subalgebras and
multiparameter quantum Borel subalgebras inside the MpQG’s U Ψq,M(gD) . 
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Finally, we shall presently see that even any TwQG of type U Ψq,Γ (g) can be seen
as a (still to define) “q–rational MpQG over g ”. We begin by defining the latter.
Definition 5.3.3. Let Ψ ∈ son(Q) and q ∈ q–MpQ be such that Ψ! q , and let
ψ+ be the map associated with Ψ (cf §2.1.2). Let M± be lattices in QQ containing
Q such that ψ+(M±) ⊆ M± ; denote by
{
µ±i
}
i∈I
any Z–basis of it. Let IΨ be the
two-sided ideal of Uq ,M•
(
g
D
)
generated by the elements
Kµ+i Lµ
−
i
− K2ψ+(µ+i ) L−2ψ+(µ
−
i )
(
i ∈ I
)
.
Then we denote by Uq ,M•(g) — that we loosely call “MpQG over g” — the
quotient Hopf algebra
Uq ,M•(g) := Uq ,M•
(
g
D
)/
IΨ
Remark 5.3.4. If M is any lattice in QQ containing Q and such that ψ+(M) ⊆M
— which is equivalent to ψ±(M) = M — then for M+ := M =: M− we write
M• :=M+ ×M− . In particular, M =M+ +M− = M
Ψ =M + ψ+(M) + ψ−(M) .
Now, under the assumption ψ+(M) = M for the lattice in QQ , we have that
Uˆ Ψq,M(g) = U
Ψ
q,M(g) . In fact, Uˆ
Ψ
q,M(gD) is the Hopf subalgebra of U
Ψ
q,M(gD) generated
by the elements EΨi := K−ψ−(α−i )Ei , F
Ψ
i := K+ψ+(α+i )Fi , K̟
+
i
:= Kµ+i +ψ+(µ
+
i )−ψ−(µ
−
i )
and K̟−i := Kµ
−
i +ψ−(µ
−
i )−ψ+(µ
+
i )
for all i ∈ I . Besides, by Remark 3.4.6, Uˆ Ψq,M(g)
is the image of the Hopf algebra epimorphism πˆΨg : Uˆ
Ψ
q,M(gD) −→ Uˆ
Ψ
q,M(g)
given by πˆΨg
(
EΨi
)
:= EΨi , πˆ
Ψ
g
(
K̟+i
)
:= Kµi+2ψ+(µi) , πˆ
Ψ
g
(
K̟−i
)
:= Kµi−2ψ+(µi) and
πˆΨg
(
FΨi
)
:= FΨi for all i ∈ I ; therefore K
2
µi
= πˆΨg
(
K̟+i K̟
−
i
)
∈ Uˆ Ψq,M(g) . This im-
plies that K2ψ+(µi)∈ Uˆ
Ψ
q,M(g) and consequently Kµi∈ Uˆ
Ψ
q,M(g) for all i ∈ I ; hence,
the toral part (the group of group-like elements) of both Hopf algebras coincide.
Since the other generators of Uˆ Ψq,M(g) differ only by a group-like element, the two
Hopf algebras Uˆ Ψq,M(g) and U
Ψ
q,M(g) must coincide.
We are now ready for the result comparing TwQG’s and MQG’s “over g ”:
Theorem 5.3.5. Let Ψ ∈ son(Q) and q ∈ q–MpQ be such that Ψ ! q . Let
also M be any lattice in QQ containing Q and such that ψ+(M) ⊆ M . Then there
exists a Hopf algebra isomorphism
Uq ,M•(g)
∼= U Ψq,M(g)
given by the formulas Kµi ←→ K+(id+ψ+−ψ−)(µi) , Lµi ←→ K−(id+ψ−−ψ+)(µi) ,
Ei ←→ qiK−ψ−(αi)Ei and Fi ←→ K+ψ+(αi) Fi , for all i ∈ I .
In other words, letting σ = σq be the (rational) 2–cocycle corresponding to q as
in §5.1.2, so that Ψ! σ , we have a Hopf algebra isomorphism(
Uq ,M•(g)
)
σ
∼= U Ψq ,M(g)
given by the same formulas as above.
Proof. Let
{
µi
}
i∈I
be any Z–basis of M and denote by
{
µ±i
}
i∈I
the corresponding
Z–basis of M± . From Remark 3.4.6 we know that Uˆ
Ψ
q,M(g) is the image of the Hopf
algebra epimorphism πˆΨg : Uˆ
Ψ
q,M
(
g
D
)
−−−։ Uˆ Ψq,M(g) , where the latter Hopf algebra
equals U Ψq,M(g) by Remark 5.3.4.
On the other hand, thanks to Theorem 5.3.1 we have a Hopf algebra isomorphism
Φ : Uq ,M•
(
g
D
)
−֒−−։ Uˆ Ψq ,M
(
g
D
)
. Hence, under the conditon that
(
πˆΨg ◦ Φ
)
(IΨ) =
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0 , there exists a surjective Hopf algebra morphism ϕ : Uq ,M•(g) −−−։ U
Ψ
q,M(g)
defined on the generators by
ϕ
(
Kµi
)
:= K+(id+ψ+−ψ−)(µi) = K+(id+2ψ+)(µi) , ϕ(Ei) := qiK−ψ−(αi)Ei
ϕ
(
Lµi
)
:= K−(id+ψ−−ψ+)(µi) = K−(id−2ψ+)(µi) , ϕ(Fi) = K+ψ+(αi) Fi
for all i ∈ I , where we denote by Kµi , Lµi , Ei and Fi the generators of Uq ,M•(g) .
Now, the fact that
(
πˆΨg ◦Φ
)
(IΨ) = 0 follows by direct computation. In fact, since
by assumption M contains Q and ψ+(M) , and Ψ is anti-symmetric, we have that(
πˆΨg ◦ Φ
)(
Kµ+i
)
= πˆΨg
(
K+̟+i
)
= Kµi+2ψ+(µi) and
(
πˆΨg ◦ Φ
)(
Lµ−i
)
= πˆΨg
(
K−̟−i
)
=
K−µi+2ψ+(µi) . Therefore, we have also(
πˆΨg ◦ Φ
)(
Kµ+i
Lµ−i
)
= K 4ψ+(µi) =
(
πˆΨg ◦ Φ
)(
K2ψ+(µ+i )
L−2ψ+(µ−i )
)
Conversely, let ϕˆ : U Ψq,M(g) −−→ Uq ,M•(g) be the algebra morphism given by
ϕˆ
(
Kµi
)
:= Kµ+i −ψ+(µ
+
i )
Lψ+(µ−i ) , ϕˆ
(
EΨi
)
:= q−1i Ei , ϕˆ
(
FΨi
)
:= Fi
for all i ∈ I , where EΨi := qiK−ψ−(αi)Ei and F
Ψ
i := K+ψ+(αi) Fi are the images in
Uq ,M•(g) of the same-name elements in Uq ,M•
(
g
D
)
. With this definition we have
ϕˆ
(
πˆΨg
(
K̟+i
))
= ϕˆ
(
K(id+2ψ+)(µi)
)
= K+µ+i
ϕˆ
(
πˆΨg
(
K̟−i
))
= ϕˆ
(
K(id−2ψ+)(µi)
)
= L−µ−i
(5.13)
Indeed, since K 2µj = πˆ
Ψ
g
(
K̟+j K̟
−
j
)
for all j ∈ I , setting ψ+(µi) :=
∑
j∈I mjiµj
yields πˆΨg
(
K̟+i
)
= Kµi+2ψ+(µi) = Kµi
∏
j∈I
(
K 2µj
)mji . Therefore
ϕˆ
(
πˆΨg
(
K̟+i
))
= ϕˆ
(
Kµi
∏
j∈I
(
K 2µj
)mji) =
= Kµ+i −ψ+(µ
+
i )
Lψ+(µ−i )
·
∏
j∈IK
2mji
µ+j −ψ+(µ
+
j )
·
∏
j∈IL
2mji
ψ+(µ
−
j )
=
= Kµ+i −ψ+(µ
+
i )+2ψ+(µ
+
i )
Lψ+(µ−i ) ·
∏
j∈IK
2mji
−ψ+(µ
+
j )
·
∏
j∈IL
2mji
ψ+(µ
−
j )
=
= Kµ+i +ψ+(µ
+
i )
Lψ+(µ−i )
·
∏
j∈I
(
K−2ψ+(µ+j )
L2ψ+(µ−j )
)2mji =
= Kµ+i +ψ+(µ
+
i )
Lψ+(µ−i )
·
∏
j∈I
(
Kµ+j
Lµ−j
)−mji =
= Kµ+i +ψ+(µ
+
i )
Lψ+(µ−i )K−ψ+(µ
+
i )
L−ψ+(µ−i ) = Kµ
+
i
Similarly, one may check the equalities in (5.13). In particular, ϕˆ is surjective.
Since Q ⊆ M , there exist cji ∈ Z such that αi =
∑
j∈I cji µj for all i ∈ I . Then
Kα+i =
∏
j∈J K
cji
µ+j
and K Ψi,+ =
∏
j∈I K
cji
̟+j
. This implies that ϕ˜
(
πˆΨg
(
K Ψi,+
))
=
ϕˆ
(
πˆΨg
(∏
j∈I K
cji
̟+j
))
=
∏
j∈I K
cji
µ+j
= Kα+i . Similarly, one sees that ϕˆ
(
πˆΨg
(
K Ψi,−
))
=
L−α−i
, and from this it is easy to verify that ϕˆ is indeed a Hopf algebra morphism.
Finally, since ϕˆ ◦ ϕ and ϕ ◦ ϕˆ are the identity on the generators, we conclude
that Uq ,M•(g)
∼= UΨq,M(g) , via the formulas given in the claim, q.e.d. 
Remark 5.3.6. A final remark is in order. In the previous results — Proposition
5.3.2, Theorem 5.3.1 and Theorem 5.3.5 — we took from scratch Ψ ∈ son(Q) , i.e.
our “twisting datum” Ψ was antisymmetric. However, we can also start with any
twisting matrix Ψ ∈Mn(Q) : then those results read the same as soon as we replace
Ψ! q with (χ ◦ ϑ)(Ψ) = q (notation of §5.1.2). Notice then that one has
q := (χ ◦ ϑ)(Ψ) = (χ ◦ ϑ)
(
Ψa
)
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where Ψa := 2
−1
(
Ψ−ΨT
)
is the antisymmetric part of Ψ . Eventually, the outcome
of this discussion, in short, is the following:
The (polynomial) TwQG’s built out of any matrix Ψ ∈ Mn(Q) are exactly the
same as those obtained just from antisymmetric matrices Ψ ∈ son(Q) .
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